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Names and Addresses of Local Secretaries, Business Agents and Headquarters 
N V. Cloak N S u n i i i x - i a r - i — R 1-"= i.—1. 
Office. 121 K iHtli St 
Ph i l ad . - Iph ia . P a . I loak \ S k i l l XIak. 
S e c y., 
r*— XI. 
(ioobi 
>an«) l i r . S e c ' j . ! v | s M o n m o u t h S t . M a x 
A m d u r , U r g a n i i c r . Office. Mi X . Oth St . 
B a l t i m o r e . M d . , I h i a k m a k e i — R L e m h c n r r r . 
S e c ' y . Office 1110 K R a l n m o n S i . 
S a n F r a n c i s c o C l o a k m a k c r * — XI. O*haroff . S e c ' y . 
office, I.V.i Buchanan >IT« < i 
N . V C l o a k & S u i t T a i l o r — \ G u y e r . S e c y . 
Office, 11.'! K Hhl i S i . 
X . Y . A m a l L a d O a . C i i t t e i P h i l i p W e i s s . 
S r c ' y . Office. 7 tt'W 21*1 Si 
R r o i t n s v i l l c . X V . C l o a k N S k . r l X l a k c r s — XI. 
P i n k c l * l c i n . S e c ' y . Office. ITOft P i t k i n Ave 
BnMnn. M J . » . C l o a k P n * - « i — M a x Ft i n k e r * . 
S r c ' y . 41 A n d e r s o n S t 
M o n t r e a l . C a n - C l o a k & S k i r t Maker* .—S J.-ibrn-
*okn . i s p r i n c e A i l h u i , W e * i . 
1..-, ,„(, , ( h i t . . C lunk Maker*- M L a p . In-. -V" 
E l i z a b e t h Si 
P h i l a d e l p h i a . P a . L a d i e s ' W a i * t M a k e r * — P a i i l i n r 
N e w m a n , Or»( ' r . . Office, 224 P m r S i . 
S t Lout* . Mo- , L a d l e * ' C a r . C u l l e r — X I . P h c l a n , 
S>c 'y , 5 2 5 2 C o l e H n l l i a t i t . Ave . 
\ Y. R e e f e r M a k e r s - - 1 R o s e n , S e c ' y ; M . 
L e a d e r . l l r R a m i r r . Office, 01 D e l a n c c y Si 
S t l .oi i i" . XI". . S k i r l .Maker*' U n i o n — A . W a x . 
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be r i i . S e c y . K\ C o l o n i a l A v e . 
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L c r i n x k y , 'St S p r u c e S t . 
N V S k u i M a k e r — I . A b r a r a x k y . S e c ' y ; Office, 
11 : K H u h St . 
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l.'il C l i n l o n S t . 
C l e v e l a n d . O h m , C l o a k m a k c i — I . 1. F . n . S e c ' y . 
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l l ax l , S e c ' y . 27MI K. 51 si Si 
A l b a n y . N . V . L a d i e s ' T a i l o r s & Hrc**n iak>r s— 
A K o s c n h l a l t . S e c ' y , 110 A r c h S t 
S i . I . on . s . M o . , C l o a k & S k t t t M a k e r * — ! ! t o r n 
h l cc t . S e c ' y . W O X 17th S i . 
! V e k * k i l l . N S ' , C n d e r w c a r X V o r k e i — Xla rv 
M a r t i n . S e c y , U K ( . r a n i Ave 
A t l a n t i c C i t y . N . .1 . L a d i e s ' T a i l o r -
' y . I I S 1 - G e o r g i a Ave. 
•J. R> 
B a l t i m o r e , Md . , L a d i e s ' T a i l » r * M u n i s l l e r t * 
bach , S e c ' y , 11 M o r t i m e r A v . . A i l m i e t o n . 
H a l l i m o r e . Mil 
X Y. P r e s s e r s C i i i o n — 1 L u b m s k y , S e c ' y ; OlKce. 
228 S e c o n d A v e 
B o s t o n . Mass , . L a d i e s ' T a i l o r * — I . P a r i s , S e c ' y ; 
Office, 8 Luvern iK IM. 
C l e v e l a n d , O . P r c s s c n . — S a m T a u h e r , S e c ' y . 
2MH K 3 7 t h Si 
X . Y. Ladies* T a i l o r * — D . B e r n s t e i n . S e c ' y : 
Office. 1.1 K. 2 2 n d S t . 
N. Y. P e t t i c o a t M a k e r * — A , l>1ujtyn. S e c ' y . 0 3 
G r n t l e n S t . . B r o o k l y n , X . Y. 
S p n n f i c l d . Ma** . . L a d i e s ' T a i l o r * — I I . S c h a d c r . 
S e c ' y , 7 1 B n y l s i o n S i . 
R r o w n a v i l l e , N . V . . W r a p p e r M a k e r s — B . Lcbof-
sky . S e c ' y ; Office, 1727 P i t k i n A v e . 
C K e v l a n d . O h i o . C l o a k C u t l e r s — J , C 'ha loupka , 
S e c ' y , JHB2 Kimine l Rd . 
P h i l a d e l p h i a , P a . . I-adies" T . i i l - i — I . D o r n b l u m , 
S e c ' y . MK1 W a l n u t S t 
C h i c a g o , 111 . C l o a k m a k e r * — A , T e n s i t y , S e c ' y ; 
Office. 112S Blue M a u d A v e . 
S y r a c u s e , N . Y. . D r e s s m a k e r s ^ J . H o l t z , S e c ' y , 
WW A l m o n d St . 
I V n v e r . C o l o . l . a d i . V T a i h . f M O l s l e i n . i j6H 
I V r r j St 
C i n c i n n a t i , O h i o , L a d i e s ' ( l a r m e n t C u t t e r s — D e n -






10. B o s t o n . Xl.i*- . \V,ii*l M a k e r — - F a n n i e 
m a n , S r c ' y ; Office. 41 X . Ku**ell St, 
V). | l . u « i i s x , | | , . . , \ V. . M
 vs C h i l d r e n ' ) D r e - . 
m i l k e r s — S . Kir - lwi ian . B u s i n e s s A p e n i ; Offi, 
I 111 It. I im.nl A v e . 
KL Ln* Antrele*. ( al . I n d i e s ' T a i l o r * — H a r r y Schoi -
l a n d . S e C v . . -. i .• N l u m o i i t \ v . 
X', P h i l a d e l p h i a . P a . C l o a k & S k i n C u t l e r * — F r a r . 
S t e i n . S r c ' y . II1H Met | . | [ . , „ St 
M X Y K m h r o i d e r r r s ' C n i o n — S . K a l k s t e i n . S. « 
t •* K i nh St. 
Iphia . P a . S u n & Wai* t M a k e r » - r 
i n s . S e c ' y . -."-"I S S h e n d a n S t . 
Max*. . I Inak S S k i n M a k e r s — M ( a 
n-en, S e c ' y . Office. 41 X . Ru*se l l S i 
M i l w a u k e e . W i s , C a d . . - ' l i a r m e n l W o r k e r s — I 
l ( . . s . n f , l d . Sec 'y - fi-'i* K leven lh S t 
I r o j . X \ . L a d u s ' T a i l o i — V . S m i t h . S e i v . 
11117 7 th S t . 
1 M o n t r e a l . C a n . . Cloak X S k i r t P r e i s e r * — S I".. 
j h e n s o n . S e c ' y . I « P r i n c e A r t h u r . W e s t . 
C. *S, Y W h i l e CfootU W o r k . i — M L i l x c h i t z . S c . . . 
a i l H e n r y S t . 
0 1 t i n c m n a l i C l o a k . n a k e i - Xl.irri* l»olnik . .w.i \ \ 
N e w p o r t . K> 
i P r e s M T S Su l . Loca l — S a m l l o c h h a u s e r . 
Si-i V . 1WK C u l l e r S t . 
I. X . Y. Bi i l lon l io le M a k e r * — I I . W . i n e r . S e c ' j 
H e a d q u a r t e r * . Jtfi E . 4lli S i . 
iTi l . i r m r l . X . I . L a d l e * ' I ' a r u u n i W o r k e r * — F a n m . 
H e r d e r , S e c ' y . C a r m e l . X . J . 
i7. T o l e d o . < ) . C l o a k <* S k i n M a k e i — l u l i u s Wi-ni 
g a r t c n . S r c ' y . WUI E l m St . 
IS I t r r .wi l sv i l l r . N X".. C l o a k & S k i r t P r e s s o r — 
.i l . St 
II C i n e i u n ; 
\| Iti 
It P h i l a d e l p h i a 
Black. Si 
. 17r» W a l k i n s Si 
C l o a k & S k i n F i n i s h e r ! — M 
4.1 X Oth S t . 
I. Clin a*.,. Ill . L a d i e s ' T a i l o r - — M. K a u m a n . S- . 
L e n a Kas.l 
I - ' lh Si k Blue I s l a n d Ave 
7"J. B r o w n s v i l l e . N \ . I t r e s s m a k e . - , • 
S e c ' y . c a r e of R n l n i c k . IHk'i p u m o n t A 
7 a Bos ton . Ma**.. A m a l . L a d . l i a r C u t t . 
R a h m o u t c h . S e c ' y . 521 l l a r r i s o n Av 
I. H a n fo rd . C o n n . . L a d i e * ' ( l a r m e n t W o r k e r -
P r a r l m a n . S e c ' y . M B e l l e v m St . 
' ; . W o r e e x t e r , M a s s . , C l o a k & S k i ' t X l a k e i * -
S h e r . S e c ' y . S I W a t e r S t . 
:C. C h i c a g o , I I I . . Cloak \ S k i n P M 
, . * . W e * l r j l h S i 
77. B o s t o n , Ma*s . . I ' n i l e d Ruh l i e r C a . i n . m W o n 
- Ro*e Myers, ,u Dit*on St . [>orehe*tei. M 
7K -si Louis. Mo Cloak Operator*—Maurice I 
vitrei . S e c ' y . i m O l . . . u i s i a n a A v e . 
RO. BiidKC[Kirl, C o n n . . L a d . T a i l o r * & D r e s s m a k . 
XI S h a p i r o . S e c ' y . 117 O l i v e S t . 
M Cloak & S u i t C u l l e r s " C n i o n of Chicago— I 
R lc schke . 0.V.1 C l a r c n i o n t A v e . 
8 2 . Kalamnz.M). M i c h . , C o r s e t W o r k e r s — J « -
W o o d . 4 2 S ^o, B u r d i c k S t . 
T o r o n t o . C a n a d a . L a d i e s ' G a r m e n t Cu t t i 
1 ha*. N, Miller. Sec'y. tl St Patrick St. 
Bo-mn. Maxs., Petticoat .Maker* Cnion— H-
L i b e r t y S e c ' y . iVl OsweRO St . 
C i n c i n n a t i , O . S k i r t m a k e r s C n i o n — E m m a ' 
S e c ' y . 0 2 0 R i d d l e R o a d . C l i l i - n l l t i j j h t s . 
c i n n a t i , O h i o . 
A s h u r y P a r k . X , L , C l o a k & S k i r l Xlak 
•Morris U l a n l / , 1032 S p r i n g w o o d Ave. 
S a v a n n a h . Ga . , I n d i e s ' T a i l o r s & D r r s s n u l i 
X, lioldlHTK. * . i W e s t Y o r k S t 
B o s t o n , M a s s . , C h i l d r e n * ' D r e s s & W h i l e •• 
W o r k e r ! — B e s s i e C h a n sky , S e c ' y . 11 It 
S t . R o x b u r y . Mas*. 
« • . L o u i s v i l l e . K v , , L a d i e s ' G a r m e n t W o r k e r * • 
j a m i u S n i p p e r , 041 So . 7 t h S t . 
00. in i t i a l . . . X. V . I .ad ie* ' l i a r n i e n t W'o 
M o r n s l l . o d y . j o x W a l n u t S t r c e l 
0 1 . W o r c e s t e r . M a s s . . W h i l e H o o d * W o r k " 
M a r g o l i s , S e c ' y , 2 Ash St . 
1*2. T o r o n t o . C a n . . C l o a k & S k i r t I ' M - - 1 
I I . T a n n c n b a u m . S e c ' y . 2 0 Ke i i* inBi - " 
ax S t Loui*. Mo., Alteration Tailors Union—Jacob 
Glickman. Sec'y. n t h k Franklin Ave. 
04 Chicago, III., Skirt Maker* Union—Isaac Levin-
son. Sec'y. 1233 Washburne Ave. 
os, Detroit Mich., Ladies' Garment Workers Union 
—Louis Schachter, Sec'y, 187 Illinois S t S'HUR-ON EYEGLASS 
J O I N T B O A R D S A D I S T R I C T C O U N C I L S . 
Joint Board of New York—Louis Gordon, Secretary; f \ f wr » ! 
Tomt7^oard o? Philadelphia—Max Amdur; Office, V / C t T C l O Y I OUI luVCS 
36 North oth S t J 
Joint Board of Boston, Mass.—M. Kurland, Secre-
tary, 31 North Russell St. 
Joint Board of Cincinnati—Miss Emma Bctz, Secre-
tary. 6ao Riddle Road. Clifton Height*. 
Joint Board of S t Louis—Jacob Glickman. Business 
Agent Fraternal Bldg.. n t h & Franklin Ave. 
Joint Board of Cleveland—S. Frankfurth, Secretary, 
2600 East 48th St. 
Joint Board of Baltimore—M. Hcrtzbach. Secretary; 
Office. 1110 East Baltimore St. 
Joint Board of Albany & Troy—S. Bcrmon, Secre-
tary, 50 Rensselaer S t . Albany, N. Y. 
Joint Board of Chicago—». Hartman. Secretary; 
Office, 1135 Blue Island Ave. 
District Council of New York—S. Elstein. Sec'y; 
Headquarters. 11 Wavcrly Place. 
District Council of Philadelphia—Simon Davidson, 
Wo correct all cases of Eye-Strain. Proper 
glasses will Ease your work and Rive you 
comfort. 
Glasses Made and Repaired while 
y o u wait 
Factory on Premises 
Examinations: 8 to 9.30. Sun<In v. 9 t«> 1. 
Sec>. 525 Mifflin S t 
District Council of Toronto-
Labor Temple, 14 Church S t 
•H, R. Barton, Sec'y. 
GENERAL O F F I C E M O V E S t o 
3 2 U n i o n Square. 
On and from August ist the Head-
quarters of the International Ladies* 
Garment Workers' Union will be at 32 
Union Square, New York City, where 
all future communications should be ad-
dressed to. 
/ / 3011 do not receive the "Ladies' 
Garment' Worker," unite at once to the 
General Office, giving your name and 
address. 
DO YOU WEAR A PIN OR A 
BUTTON BEARING THE 
EMBLEM OF YOUR 
INTERNATIONAL 
UNION? 
"IF NOT? WHY NOT? 
Get one from your secretary and 
show your employer and your 
shopmates that you are a loyal 
member of your organization. 
l5w.H6T-HSL 
N.Y: 
Al above address since 1904. 
aneo "uyu 60 
MANUFACTURERS USING OUR UNION LABEL 
On Waists 
H. Frank & Co., 33 West 17th Street, New York City. 
Sam Grossman & Co., 37 East 17th Street, New York City. 
Solomon & Steiner, 34 West 15th Street, New York City. 
On Cloaks and Suits 
Spies & Alper, 174 Springfield Avenue, Newark, New Jersey. 
A long procession o* fully 6,IHHJ men and women in line participated in the strike parade without the slightest disturbance. 
By Courtesy of the "Cleveland Plain Dealer.' 
— ;• — - ^ - - I T - " " 1 
PUBLISHED MONTHLY IN ENGLISH AND YIDDISH 
Vol. II. JULY. 191 No. 7 
The Origin and Progress of the* Cloak and Skirtmakers' 
Strike in Cleveland, O. 
Leaders Carrying Out Mandate Given Them by Convention of June, 1910. 
"Just a year ago, almost to a day," says a 
sympathetic writer in the American Cloak and 
Suit Review for June, "the International La-
dies" Garment Workers' Union gave a mandate 
to its officers to call a general strike in the 
Cloak and Skirt trade of New York." This 
was at the Tenth Annual Convention, held in 
Boston, June. 1910. A similar mandate was 
ghen regarding the city of Cleveland, so that 
instead of being a sudden movement, sprung 
upon the innocent Cleveland Manufacturers 
without notice, the present strike has in reality 
a considerable history behind it. 
In his report to that Convention General 
Secretary-Treasurer Dyche in referring to the 
manufacturers of that city, assured the dele-
gates that "nothing but a stubborn and bitter 
fight can bring them to their senses and wring 
from them some form of recognition " 
Mr. Israel S. Feit. the leader of the strike, 
vho had attended the convention as one of the 
lelcgates from Cleveland, made the following 
tatement "So far, experience has taught us 
hat we cannot gain anything through single 
trikes. so that Local No. 26 had decided to 
ippcal to the convention and also to the itl-
oming General Executive Board to fight the 
rak Manufacturers' Association of Cleve-
snd with their own weapon and order a gen-
il strike.'1 The Convention had then re-
rrred the matter to the General Executive 
*rd Thus, in both cases, that of New 
Th and Cleveland, a clear mandate had 
**n given to prepare the around and call a 
fieral strike, when the time was considered 
r Mich action. 
The Manufacturers' Insinuations. 
New York being the most important center 
and the ground being well prepared, the lead-
ers decided to proceed there first. But the 
ISRAEL S. FEIT, Leader of the Strike. 
By Courtesy of the "Cleveland Press," 
\ 
T H E LADIES' GARMENT WORKER 
situation in Cleveland never passed from their 
minds for a moment. Ever since peace was 
established in New York, the International 
Union spared no efforts to prepare the ground 
in Cleveland, and therefore for the Cleveland 
manufacturers to insinuate that the present 
strike has been inspired by certain manufac-
turing interests in the rival market of New 
York is merely a lame excuse for carrying on 
their work under worse conditions than in 
New York. 
Our Aim is to Equalise Conditions. 
The present action in Cleveland is part of 
the policy of the International Union, the 
policy of equalizing labor conditions through-
out the land. The leaders did not conceal their 
intentions; they did not work in the dark, but 
in the full light of day. For many months 
past, organizers had been kept at work in 
Cleveland. The General Executive Board met 
in that city to consider the nature of the dc- J 
mands to be presented to the manufacturers. 
The latter knew full well that failing to con-
sider the overtures of the Union for an amica-
ble adjustment a general strike would be 
called; so that they had ample notice. 
But when we come to consider the fossilised 
views on the subject of organization .held by 
the Cleveland cloak manufacturers; when we 
come to think of their refusal to admit any 
collective bargaining on the part of their em-
ployees, we need not be surprised at the ar-
guments which they furnish to the press in 
order to cloak the actual conditions under 
which the employees are compelled to work* 
"Treason" Punished by "Blacklisting." 
Organization is evidently good for the em-
ployers. Being rich and powerful they deem 
themselves at liberty to be organized in an 
association. But for their employees to be 
similarly organized for the protection of their 
interests is considered "treason to the em-
ployers" and a crime for which the employee 
is punished by being "blacklisted." 
Strike as a Last Resort. 
In keeping with its avowed policy of en-
deavoring to equalize conditions, the officers 
of the International Union determined to call 
a strike only as a last resort, failing a 
favorable consideration of the demands by the 
employers] The strike would have been avoid-
ed had the manufacturers chosen to consider 
the demands presented to them. During the 
last meeting of the Board held in Geveland, 
the locals were instructed to work out the de-
• 
tails of their demands and present them i > 
the General Executive Board. June the 1st
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special meeting was held in New York, where 
the demands of the Cleveland locals were (lis-
cussed and approved. A sub-committee con-
sisting of Brothers Rosenberg, Dyche ami 
Polakoff, decided to go to Cleveland to help 
the locals to present the demands. These 
were accompanied by the following letter anil 
mailed to the manufacturers on Saturday. 
June 5th: 
Gentleman: Enclosed you will please find a li«t of 
the demands of the Cloak and Skir t Makers I'M mm 
and Outside Contractors Association of Cleveland, 
Ohio, which is hereby presented to you for considera-
tion and acceptance. 
A similar letter has been mailed to each and rverj 
cloak and suit manufacturer in Cleveland. 
A committee of the unions will be a t the Euclid 
Hotel , on and after Monday the 5th of June, 1911. 
from 10:00 A. M. to 1:00 P. M. and from 2 V. M 
t j 5 P. M. 
The Committee is also ready and would be plcawrf 
to confer with you to devise ways and means whrrebi 
a harmonious relationship between the employer* an.! 
employees can be created and perpetuated, thu< con-
serving the welfare of both. 
T h e situation is such that it will not permit M 
much delay. W e therefore urge upon you the neces-
sity of acting upon this communication with all pass 
ble promptness and sincerely t rust it will receive your 
favorable consideration. 
The following is a copy of the demands 
presented to the manufacturers: 
GENERAL DEMANDS. 
I. The working hours shall be fifty hour* per 
week, and shall be as follows: 
From 7.30 A. M. to 11.30 A. M.; from !-' J" ' 
5.30 P. M. Saturday from 7.30 to 13.30 P. H. 
3. No Saturday afternoon and Sunday work 
3. Overtime work shall not be more than two 
hours per day, dur ing five days in the week. 
4- Week-workers shall be paid double time f"» 
overtime. 
5. All legal holidays shall be observed. 
6. There shall be no charge for machines, power 
or appliances, nor shall there be any charge for <ilk 
and cotton. 
7. No inside contracting or sub-contracting 
$. No operator or tailor shall be allowed to hart 
niore than one helper. 
0. The re shall be no time contracts with individ-
ual shop employees, except foremen, designer* and 
pattern graders. 
to. Pr ice lists shall be exhibited in a prominent 
place in the factory where work is distributed 
i t . Prices shall be adjusted by a Joint Price Com-
. mittce to be elected by the employees in the shop. I n f 
outside contractors and a representative of the turn. 
D E M A N D S O F C U T T E R S . 
1. Cloak, Skir t and Dress Cutters* wage* shall bt 
not less than twenty-four dollars per week. 
1. Apprentices* wages shall be as follow*: 
Firs t six months. Six dol lars per week. 
Second six months. Eight dollars per week. 
r 
' 
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Second year. Twelve dollars per week. 
Third ycar,Sixteen dollar! per week. 
Fourth year, they shall be considered as full 
cutters and shall get the full scale of wages. 
DEMANDS OF CLOAK OPERATORS AND 
INSIDE TAILORS. 
i. Sample Makers* wages shall be not less than 
Twenty-five dollars per week. 
2. Prices for making samples by piece shall be 
not lew than Five dollar*. 
t. Salesmen's samples or duplicates shall be paid 
Twenty five cents extra. 
4. Prices for making of garments inside and out-
side shall be the same. 
5. Only sample tailors or operators are to work 
by the week; all the rest to work by the piece. 
6. Twenty-five cents extra shall be paid for every 
ipecial measurement garment. 
7. Fifty cents extra shall be paid for every gar-
ment which is to be made for a fitting. 
DEMANDS OF DRESS AND SKIRT MAKERS. 
i. Wages of the dress sample makers shall be not 
less than Twenty-five Dollars and skirt sample makers 
not km than Twenty-two Dollars per week. 
2. Prices for skirt samples by piece not less than 
Three Dollars. 
3. Piece skirt makers shall not be required to do 
finishing work, such as sewing on buttons, hooks and 
eyes, bottom basting, or tucking pleats. 
4. None but sample makers and finishers shall 
work by the week. 
5. Salesmens' samples and duplicates shall be paid 
at the rate of Twenty-five cents extra. 
6. Fifteen cents extra shall be paid for special 
measurement skirts and twenty-five cents extra for 
ipecial measurement dresses. 
7. Twenty-five cents extra shall be paid for every 
duplicate dress. 
8. The price for making a dress sample by piece 
lhall be Five Dollars. 
DEMANDS OF PRESSERS. 
1. All pressers shall work by the week and be 
employed directly by the firm. 
The following to be the minimum weekly scale 
for pressers: 
a. Coat, jacket, dress and skirt pressers to be 
paid not less than Twenty-two Dollars per week. Fore 
pressers on coats and jackets not less than Eighteen 
Dollars per week 
3- Skirt fore pressers not less than Sixteen 
Dollars per week and piece pressers not less than 
Fourteen Dollars per week. 
No foreman shall do any pressing. 
DEMANDS OF CONTRACTORS. 
firm to furnish silk and cotton or pay the 
value of the same. 
*- Duplicates or salesmens' samples Fifty cents 
extra. 
3. Special measurement garments Twenty-five cents 
extra. 
4. Garments to be made special, Twenty-five cents 
extra. 
5- Prices to be adjusted by a committee elected 
*J the employees of the firm, outside contractors, and 
a representative of the firm. 
6. Price list shall be exhibited in a prominent 
pa« m the factory where work is distributed. 
"• No buttonholes to be made while the garments 
are being worked on and no buttons to be sewed on 
by the contractors. 
8. Contractors to be paid the full cost of the 
pressing of a garment 
o. Ten per cent, extra to be paid above settled 
prices inside. 
Manufacturers Deny a Hearing. 
On Sunday morning, the 6th, a meeting of 
shop delegates was held and a General Strike 
Committee was formed to be ready to act in 
case of necessity. At that meeting the Bo-
hemian outside Contractors were present. On* 
Tuesday, June 8th, Feit and Tomasek, of the 
outside contractors, interviewed the officers of 
the Manufacturers Association, who uncere-
moniously told them that since they are not 
their employees, they will have nothing to do 
with them. 
In the evening at a joint meeting of the 
General Strike Committee and delegates from 
the various cloak and skirt shops, after hearing 
the report of Bros. Feit and Tomasek, it was 
unanimously decided that a strike was un-
avoidable and should be called with all haste. 
Previous, however, to declaring the strike a 
mass meeting was held at Gray's Armory, 
which was attended by considerable enthusi-
asm on the part of the workers. There could 
be no mistaking the attitude of the employees 
when they heard that their employers refused 
to give their committee a hearing. This was 
the final appeal to the workers, who were 
unanimous in favor of a general strike. 
Walk-out More General than Expected. 
The strike was called on Wednesday, June 
7, at 10 A. M., by means of a red hand bill 
distributed in the shops^ at that hour. The 
response to the call was very similar to the 
response of the Cloak and Skirt makers of 
New York just a year ago. The walk-out was 
characterized by immense enthusiasm on the 
part of the men and women who, to judge by 
their cheerful faces had evidently been looking 
forward to it as the only means of their 
salvation. 
A Series of Surprises. 
Many people had talked of/a5eries of sur-
prises furnished by the s t rSes i tua t ion at 
Cleveland. The manufacturers hftd not ex-
pected that the response to the call would be 
so general. The extent of their idle benches 
was a surprise that they have not got over 
yet. They could not imagine that/their hither-
to obedient slaves would throw off their yoke 
at the call of the union leaders, and would 
strike a blow at the system of "mortgaging" 
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and blacklisting that had been gnawing at 
their vitals for many years. 
Another surprise was the orderly and peace-
ful manner in which the strike is being con-
ducted on the side of the Union. So far, all 
the reported violence had been provoked by 
the hirelings of the manufacturers and by the 
unwarranted action of the police. Violence 
has ever been the pet expedient of manufac-
turers everywhere. In this way they attempt 
to discredit the cause of (he workers and 
bring confusion into the ranks by l;,yiUg a t 
the door of the strikers acts fur which ihey 
are themselves originally responsible. 
But the leaders had taken due precautions 
against the strikers being entrapped im„
 a n v 
violent behavior. Early in the strusglc they 
issued definite instructions to the strikers-
strictly enjoining them to maintain and obey 
the law, to remain orderly and picket the shops 
• 
-
To jud«e by their cheerful facet they had evidently been locking forward to this strike as the only means 
of their salvation. By Courtesy of the "Cleveland F'f" 
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In a peaceful manner in accordance with those 
instructions. 
The peaceful attitude of the strikers was 
seen from a grand parade through the business 
section of the city and down tHrough the 
factory district, which took place on June 
14th. A procession of fully 6,000 men and 
women in line participated in the parade with-
out the slightest disturbance. There were 
women, grey-haired and bent with age and 
toil, marching beside girls garbed in white, 
who wore bright ribbons . and gay flowers. 
Long as was the line of march, these old 
women trudged through it all, some of them 
carrying banners and mottoes pertaining to 
the strike. There were a number of cartoons 
home by marchers, one showing a huge hand 
squeezing dollars out of three small tailors, 
helpless in the mighty grasp. Some of the 
mottoes displayed were; 
"Let the public decide if our demands are 
right." 
"We make the best wages, our bosses say, 
but we are mortgaged to them body and soul." 
"Our manufacturers claim to be philanthro-
pists, but we demand fair wages, not charity." 
-: i.'r.:. 
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On the float where the little people were 
riding were two mottoes, one reading, "I am 
helping my daddy win the strike," and the 
other, "Our daddies are fighting to give us a 
tetter education." The little folks were cheery 
and gay and attracted much attention. 
The justice of the strikers' position can be 
seen from the frank and open manner in 
which they have stated their case, and even 
challenged the manufacturers to submit their 
side for arbitration by an impartial board. 
This, of course, the proud manufacturers had 
declined. They had persuaded themselves that 
the conditions of labor in the shops are ideal 
beyond question, and even .if they are not, 
they hold on to .the antiquarian view that no 
one has the right to try to investigate or 
question those conditions; not even the em-
ployees collectively, over whose lives and 
thoughts they believe themselves to be absolute 
masters. 
In a statement intended as a reply to the 
manufacturers, issued for the Union, attorneys 
MISS JOSEPHINE CASEY 
'national organiier, arretted for peaceful picketing. 
By Courtesy of the "Cleveland Pren." 
Dawley and Katz maintain that the manufac-
turers entirely misled the public into the be-
lief that the conditions for the workers were 
the best in the United States. So far as the 
hours are concerned, they said that the work-
ing hours were 64 per week; but this is not 
correct, for during the busy season, the great 
majority of factories had exacted 70 hours 
and more per week including Sundays. The 
Saturday half holiday had been granted only 
in dull times, when nearly all of the days, 
owing to scarcity of work, were holidays for 
the employees. 
Neither is it correct that the wages, gauged 
by the year, have been better than those in 
other cities. The fact is, that only about 10% 
of the workers were-kept busy from 9 to 11 
months each year. It could be shown upon 
investigation that by reason of the scanty 
amount paid to them for their labor they have 
not been able to save enough money to pro-
vide fqr their necessary wants; and in order 
to support their families for the remaining 
three months, they were obliged to borrow 
from their employers, contracting to return to 
work, and were thus compelled as it were, to 
mortgage their future to their employers. 
In several instances when workers applied 
for pay on the first Saturday after the strike 
they were told that they could not receive it 
because they were indebted to the Company for 
money borrowed. This condition of affairs 
proves that the workers were deprived of their 
independence. No matter how oppressive 
their conditions, they were not permitted to 
change them, for the reason that no other 
member of the Cloak Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation would employ them. A card list, 
known as a blacklist, was systematically kept 
of all such persons and passed around to the 
different members of the Cloak Manufac-
turers' Association. 
While they pretend that the strikers are in-
timidated from returning to work and arc mis-
leading the public with all manner of false 
statements relative to the actual position of 
affairs,- we are now given a hint as to which 
of the parties actually resort to intimidation 
and provocation of disorder. The last ex-
pedient of the manufacturers is the threat to 
close the factories for the season. Upon 
hearing this, Attorney J. P. Dawley is said to 
have remarked: 
"The manufacturer* rely upon two things to win— 
one is intimidation of the strikers, and the other is 
that fear of starvation will cause the strikers to give 
in. Neither will avail. Even with 6o per cent, work-
' 
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inn the manufacturers cannot turn out their season's 
work—they have got to have the people who arc out." 
The International Union and a t remendous 
force of union sympathizers throughout the 
country have it in their power to prevent even 
the fear of starvation. Similar threats last 
year did not intimidate the brave strikers of 
New York. The strikers of Cleveland fully 
realize the strong support behind them in this 
struggle for humane conditions. 
The Cleveland manufacturers would do well 
to consider the experiences of their New York 
compeers. 
A manufacturer who said he was the hardest 
lighter during the strike in the city last Fall, 
said a few days ago: The New York Cloak 
and Suit manufacturer^ of coats and suits 
learned a costly lesson during the strike last 
fall and we arc well satisfied with the present 
working conditions in our factories, and 
would not care to go back to the old condi-
tions. The Cleveland manufacturers may live 
to learn the same lesson.1* 
Organizing Work in Cincinnati, O. 
THE WAY THINGS ARE. 
The skirtmakcrs are inlerested in the union 
and very anxious I should succeed here. 
Those girls who did not join when, the first 
girls did, have been told all sorts of things 
against the union by their employers and have 
also been threatened. The result is that when 
I at first approached theni and explained 
things, these girls glared at me with hatred. 
Yesterday Miss Bet* and I called on a girl 
whose home cannot he reached by street car. 
Wc had to go at noon under a broiling sun 
many blocks up and down a steep hill. When 
we got to her she told me that she had no 
time to talk to me. We had come too far, 
however, to be turned away in this manner, 
and I was very determined to get her. She 
kept us standing in the sun, (she was in the 
shade of her door) while I kept urging the 
v.dne of unionism. At the end of 15 minutes 
she Snvited us in, made lemonade for us and 
tmally joined and paid her initiation fee. 
When we got outside Miss Betz remarked that 
this girl tried to make us forget the reception 
*»he at first gave us. I told her that while all 
OUT receptions were not so bad, it was a good 
illustration of the way things are and deserves 
:o be recorded. 
I was very pleased to learn to-night that 
when two skirt makers applied for work ;it 
the Bowan shop, Mr. Sommericht, who now 
owns the place, told them he did not warn 
them if they did not belong to the union, ami 
those two men joined. Some of the girls in 
another place joined secretly, after I had dun, 
some persuading. Yesterday several girl.* 
kicked about a price on a certain skirt ami 
the boss said, "Do you belong to the Union?" 
The girls said. "It's none of your business 
When wc want to tell you wc will let you 
know. What we want to talk about now i* 
the price of that skirt!" I was much sur 
prised when I heard this. It seems to me 
they are gelling some nerve and I was sur 
prised that the boss did not spring that old 
joke, "if you belong you can quit." It 
showed that we have the bosses guessing, 




Examination of Candidates for 
, Business Agents. 
Editor , "Lad ie s ' Ga rmen t W o r k e r : " 
i It seems to me that the present system 
of examinat ions depends more on lurk 
than intelligence. Before the examina 
tions the candidates a re kept entirely in 
darkness as to what subjects they are to 
he examined on, and for that reason a 
candidate might be unintelligent and still 
lucky enough to he able to answer tin 
quest ions. T h e resul t is tha t t he incom-
petency reveals itself a f t e rwards , and for 
some reason the Joint Hoard is unwilling 
to remove him. 
O n the other hand a man might be 
very intelligent, and on account of hi*-
unpreparedness he unable to answer one 
question and so be rejected. 
Now, why not a r range these examina 
t ions in accordance with the system cm 
ployed by the United Sta tes Government 
to issue pamphlets with instructions t " 
every applicant who desires to he put on 
the competitive list, as to what subject 
he will be examined on, and what it will 
be required of him to be posted on. 
By adopting such a system we would 
do away with the subsequent inconipe 
tency and would be able to get bcttci 
men as Business Agents . 
^ R E U B E N B E R N S T E I N ; Local 9. 
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EDITORIAL COMMENT 
Whenever a strike for better conditions 
of labor is called the employers and 
their supporters in the press forthwith 
cast the onus of responsibility and blame 
upon the labor leaders and officers. All 
manner of doubtful motives are attri-
buted to these "obnoxious" leaders. The 
employers who are nervous about the 
probable effect of the changed conditions 
upon their pockets, instinctively feel that 
the leaders are at the bottom of the 
whole trouble. But while it is perfectly 
true that all upward movements for bet-
ter conditions originate in the minds of 
the labor leaders, the imputation of 
doubtful motives is entirely gratuitous 
and devoid of truth. 
* * * 
Just now the cloak manufacturers of 
< leveland are much exercised in their 
minds about the action oT the leaders in 
Tfllling the present strike. Naturally 
they heap all manner of charges against 
them. They never weary of telling the 
public that the leaders had entered into 
a secret pact with the manufacturers of 
N'cw York, that they arc strangers who 
had come to injure the trade interests of 
Cleveland and so on and so forth. Last 
year the New York Cloak Manufacturers 
were in a similar frame of mind. But 
this was only the case during the first 
weeks of the strike. 
* * * 
As soon, however, as the strike was 
settled a change came over the employers 
in the Cloak Trade. They then began 
to perceive that the leaders are not as 
black as they are generally painted by 
the enemies of Unionism, and that their 
motives arc not so questionable as the 
employers had conjured them up in their 
imagination. It must then have become 
clear to them that their opinions about 
the union leaders were based on preju-
dice and misrepresentation. Thus, the 
"industrial upheaval" which had occurred 
in the cloak trade of New York in 1910, 
not only revolutionised labor conditions, 
but also the very minds of the manu-
facturers. 
# * * : 
This we learn from an excellent ar-
ticle, contributed by Julius Henry Cohen, 
the attorney of the Cloak Manufacturers' 
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Association, to the columns of the first 
anniversary number of the "New Post/1 
the organ of the Goak and Skirt Makers' 
Unions. Mr. Cohen says: 
"No man is more dangerous to the com-
munity than the labor leader who will self out 
his trust. Unfortunately there have been too 
many such leaders in the country, but they 
are conspicuously absent in the Cloak and 
Suit industry. Whatever criticism has come ' 
from the manufacturers' side at any time, 
either during the strike or since, has not ec-
lated In any way to the personal integrity of 
any of the leaders. For this alone the mem-
bers of the Union are to bc.congratukitcd. 
But, in addition to being personally honest, the 
leaders of the Union have shown a foresight 
and a readiness to modify their views that is 
a most encouraging sign in the social reor-
ganization of our country." 
So we may conclude that before the 
Cloak Manufacturers had any dealings 
with the Union and its leaders they re-
garded them with the fear and suspicion 
with which they arc usually viewed by 
the enemies of organized Ial>or. A 
closer acquaintance with them revealed 
the fact that our union leaders possess 
not only personal integrity but the fore-
sight and tolerant mind which the best 
business man usually displays. Promin-
ent manufacturers of New York City 
have since declared over and over again 
that they would not return to the system 
existing in the shops prior to the general 
strike of 1910, even if that were possible. 
Were the manufacturers of Cleveland 
not so self-centered and not so preju-
diced, they might not hesitate to follow 
the example set by their New York 
compeers, profiting by the experience of 
a closer acquaintanceship with our labor 
leaders and their honest methods. 
* « * 
The keen struggle in Cleveland and the 
duty devolving upon all the workers in 
the trade to provide the Strike Commit-
tee with ample cash in order to carry 
on the fight to a victorious finish, should 
remind us that one of the most important 
committees appointed by the Boston 
Convention was the Committee of five 
to prepare a plan for higher per capita 
and the payment of benefits direct by 
the International Union. Although a 
wave of unionism has since spread over 
the length and breadth of the land,, al-
though prosperity has since been shining 
in our windows, it would be nothing short 
of improvidence were we to neglect v> 
fortify our position while the opporunity 
is here, apart from establishing a defense 
fund. 
One way in which we can solidify our 
position, cement the relations subsisting 
between our members, our locals and the 
International Union, is speedily'to carry 
into effect the recommendation of tin 
Committee, as published in our May i< 
sue, with slight modifications. This will 
contribute much toward rendering our 
Union invulnerable against attack and 
enables us to weather the storm in am 
industrial crisis. 
* . ..* * 
The question is one for the local nn 
ions rather than individual members. 
The new plan docs not necessarily imply 
that the members would have to pay 
higher weekly dues. All it means is tin-
raising of the per capita from 2j^ cent-
to 5 cents per member and the payment 
of strike benefit direct by the Interna 
tional Union instead of the locals, as \< 
now the case. Large sums of money ai 
now being paid by our locals in strike 
benefit in unavoidable shop strikes. l"n 
der the new plan their treasuries will nv 
have to bear this expense. 
* * * 
The recommendations will raquin 
modification in one respect in particular 
The Committee has recommended that 
women members should receive a small* 1 
sum in strike benefit than men and yet 
pay the same dues. This would be mi 
just and ungenerous. It is not correct 1 
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say that women workers hanker after 
strikes more than men and there is no 
reason why our women members should 
be an exception. -
* * * 
The Cloak and Skirt Makers' Unions 
are to be congratulated not only on the 
completion of a year since the General 
Strike was called, but also on the second 
election of business agents, which took 
place on the 24th and 25th of June. The 
Joint Board of New York has succeeded 
in superintending the business of its affi-
liated locals without any of those serious 
difficulties and mishaps which a number 
of self-styled prophets predicted would 
happen. No institution or undertaking 
is free from human defects, but, from 
the view point of positive, constructive 
work the Joint Board and the various 
local officers have shown a spirit of busi-
ness enterprise which has confounded the 
prophets and augurs well for the future. 
Arbitration in the Cloak and Suit Trade 
A Retrospect and an Outlook. 
(From the J ane Issn ' ' the American Cloak and Suit Review.) 
A year ago, almost to a day, the inter-
national Ladies' Garment Workers' Un-
ion gave a mandate to its Executive 
Board to call a general strike in the cloak 
and suit tracje in New York City. Im-
mediately after that action final arrange-
ments were made for the calling of that 
great strike. 
The strike was not a spontaneous out-
hurst as is generally believed. A master-
ful personality, the leader of a union 
whose treasury did not contain funds 
enough to pay his weekly salary, con-
ceived the daring project of calling out 
some 70,000 men in a general strike. Six 
months of unremitting toil and persistent 
efforts resulted in a successful organiza-
tion of the trade and with the slogans 
"general strike" and "closed shop," men 
and women were patiently waiting for 
the signal—the appearance of the red 
edition of the "Neue Post." 
"And the war came." "Neither party 
exRyled for the war the magnitude or 
the duration which it attained. Each 
looked for an easier triumph and a re-
sult less fundamental and astounding." 
j't'th sides appealed to the same public 
"i justification of their cause. "The 
jrayer of both could not be answered— 
hat of neither has been answered fully." 
I he strike was a revelation to both 
ws. The solidarity shown by the men 
xcec.led even the wildest expectation.* 
* the leaders in the labor movement, 
passionate belief in the righteousness 
of their cause and a blind faith in the 
efficacy of the strike to remedy all abuses, 
are the only rational explanations of the 
men's stubborn loyalty to the unidn's de-
mands and their unquestioned obedience 
to the dictates of the leaders. 
Among the employers also the conflict 
engendered a similar feeling of collective 
responsibility and the "Cloak, Suit and 
Skirt , Manufacturers' Protective Asso-
ciation" was formed, for each employer 
realized that he was but a cog in an 
industrial wheel; that he could not sep-
arate himself from his brother employer. 
He was forced to abandon the narrow 
viewpoint of his own shop and was 
obliged to accept the welfare of the in-
dustry as a guiding principle. Many a 
well intentioned employer who had aimed 
to deal fairly with his employes found 
himself classed with his exploiting col-
leagues. The rain fell on the just and 
the unjust alike. In the eyes of the pub-
lic he was classed with the sinners in his 
industry. Inevitably he recognized the 
necessity of organization, for alone he 
could not raise the industrial standard of 
the trade. He felt the need of organiza-
tion to equalize conditions of competi-
tion, to improve the sanitary conditions 
not only in his own factory but in those 
of other employers; of establishing uni-
form conditions of safety for the lives 
of the employes, of uniform rates of 
wages, and of uniform hours of work. 
Of the incidents of the strike, of the 
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critical moments in the conflict, of the 
kaleidoscopic changes in the situation, 
hour by hour and day by day. no men-
tion need be made here. The events arc 
too fresh in the minds of all to call for 
comment. And out of the conflict of 
war and the chaos of strife the Protocol 
emerged. 
That treaty of peace represents more 
than an armistice in the struggle between 
labor and capital. It represents a com-
pletion of the cycle of changes caused by 
the Industrial Revolution of the Eigh-
teenth Century. In its way it is as epoch 
making as the invention of the steam 
engine by Watt or of the loom by Ark-
wright. The two last inventions ushered 
in tlic new way by which man was to 
control nature: the Protocol introduced 
a new way by which MAN WAS T O 
DEAL W I T H MAN IN HIS CON-
FLICT W I T H NATURE FOR A 
HIGHER CIVILIZATION. 
The Protocol means that at least capi-
tal and tabor in the cloak and suit trade 
discovered what economists had been 
teaching for a generation,—that the only 
rational method of carrying on the 
industrial process under the new condi-
tions must be based on three fundamental 
ideas: ist, labor must be organized and 
disciplined for collective bargaining: 2nd, 
capital must be organized for collective 
dealing with labor; 3rd, organized capital 
and organized labor must work hand in 
hand frankly and in good faith for the 
welfare of both. 
There are in existence, outside of the 
cloak and suit trade, many organizations 
of capital and labor. In none of them is 
there a recognition of the third principle 
enunciated above. And so the cloak and 
suit trade leads the way in laying a 
foundation for lasting industrial peace. 
Resides this great idea the Protocol 
contains features that make it a notable 
instrument for originality in the treat-
ment of the relations between capital ami 
labor. 
In the first place the Board of Arbi-
tration consists not of interested repre-
sentatives of capital and labor, but of 
three well known representatives of the 
public, to whom questions of the inter-
pretation of the Protocol and the larger 
problems of adjustment of the industry 
are referred. It means that employers 
and employes are willing to submit their 
difference to disinterested outsider-
Again, through the organization of the 
Joint Board of Sanitary Control, whicli 
consists of representatives of labor or 
ganizations, of the Manufacturers* Assn 
ciation and of representatives of tin 
public, the industry W I T H O U T <i<)\ 
ERNMENTAL REGULATION A M . 
L E G A L ENACTMENT UNDER 
TAKES TO ESTABLISH STAND 
ARDS O F SANITATION AND Tf 1 
CREATE A N I \ E N F O R C E DECENT 
CONDITIONS OF HEALTH AND 
SAFETY. The expense of this work 
is borne in equal shares by the lal»r <<i 
ganizations and by the Manufacturer-* 
Association. The standards thus created 
because they have the sanction of the 
public opinion of the industry itself will 
not be mere regulations on paper. Fur 
thermore for the ventilation and adju<l 
ment of grievances on either side. ;i 
Board of Grievances has been created mi 
which the employers and employes are 
represented in equal numbers. Before 
that body every complaint of employer 
pr employe, however vital, or however 
trivial, is presented for adjudication 
That body meeting weekly and more 
often if necessary, approaches all mic-
tions in a judicial frame of mind. Ii-
motto is "equity to both sides/' Final!) 
the Protocol is a permanent treaty • -! 
peace without limitation as to time, h 
is not to be broken nor abrogated until 
the conditions which made the adoption 
of that instrument advisable shall have 
ceased to exist. 
What made possible this new attitude 
towards the industrial problem on tin-
part of lal>or and capital? It was the 
sense of corporate responsibility which 
the struggle had instilled into the mind* 
and hearts of employer and employe. 
What conditions are required to make 
effective this sense of corporate responsi 
bility? To quote a timely phrase, ii i-
—a recognition on both sides that some 
restrictions of the freedom of the em-
ployer and^ employe arc "reasonable 
restraints of trade." 
What limitations does the Protocol in' 
pose upon the manufacturer? First, he 
obligates himself to employ union nun 
by preference, as long as he is not re-
stricted in the selection of the best avail 
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able union help. Second, he is pledged 
to pay the scale of wages adopted for 
ihe week workers in the trade. Third. 
he cannot oblige the .men to work until 
the price to be paid is agreed upon by 
the manufacturer and a committee of 
tlie employes. Fourth, while he is un-
(lisputaMe master in his business, lie is 
pledged to accept the decision of the 
Hoard of Grievances and the Board of 
Arbitration upon any complaint made1 by 
his employes. 
What limitations does the Protocol im-
pose upon the workers? First, there 
must be an open union; admission to the 
labor organizations must be free to all 
qualified without any discrimination. 
Secondly, the right to strike is given up 
as long as the Protocol is in force. 
Thirdly, the employes must accept the 
decision of the Board of (irievances or 
of tlie Board of Arbitration as final. 
Surely these limitations, self imposed 
by capital aifd labor, represent a small 
price for industrial "Peace With Honor." 
Costly strikes involving suffering to em-
ployer and employe, loss of wages, loss 
of profits with their attendant demon-
strations of hate and hostility become a 
thing of the past under this treaty of 
peace. 
Has the nlan worked? Ask a manu-
facturer who is working under the Pro-
tocol. Ask him whether in spite of the 
dull season, due to general conditions 
prevailing in the country, he has had less 
troubles with his men than ever before. 
Ask the workingmen. Ask him whether 
under these new conditions he has not 
received better treatment than in years 
gone by. "Ask them both whether they 
would go back to the conditions that 
existed before July, 1910. 
Has the millennial- come in the cloak 
and suit industry? Decidedly not. The 
effects of a generation of ruthless war-
fare, of decades of misunderstanding *of 
years of hostility and suspicion, cannot 
be blotted out in two short seasons. But 
a way has been found. Education is 
working wonders on both sides. The 
mutual confidence between tlie represen-
tatives of labor and the representatives 
of capital is daily permeating the rank 
and file of both sides. When the spokes-
man of labor says of the President of 
the Manufacturers* Association that he 
is "fighting, fighting often, but fighting 
fair" and when the leader of the manu-
facturers credit the representatives of 
labor with "honesty, courage, and good 
judgment," who shall say that the cloak 
and suit trade has not reached the era 
of peace and good-will! , 
Joint Board of Sanitary Control 
A Bulletin issued Iiv ill 
Control in ihe Cloak, Suit 
its office at 71 Bible House 
Ihe Protocol of Peace signed in Sep-
tember, 1910, which ended the. genera! 
strike of nine weeks' duration, answered 
the protests of the workingmen against 
tlu- unsanitary conditions in a large num-
ber of the shops in the Cloak and Suit 
Industry, by providing for a Joint Board 
of Sanitary Control. Article No. 15 of 
die Protocol reads: 
' 'The parties hereby establish a 
TWInt Board of Sanitary Control, to 
Consist of seven (7) members, com-
posed of two nominees of the Manu-| acturers, two nominees of the 
1
 ""ions, and three who are to rep-
reseiH the public; the latter to be 
»amed by Meyer London, Esq., and 
JwlMis Henry Cohen, Esq., and in 
e Joint Board <if Sanitary 
and Skirt Industry, having: 
, New York, says: 
the event of their inability to agree, 
by Louis Marshall. Esq. 
Said Hoard is empowered to es-
tablish standards of sanitary condi-
tions, to which the Manufacturers 
and the Unions shall he committed, 
*uul the Manufacturers and the Un-
ions obligate themselves to maintain 
such standards to the best of their 
ability and to the full extent of their 
power." 
In accordance with this provision of 
the Protocol, the Hoard was organized 
with the following personnel: 
Dr. George M. Price and Mr. Benja-
min Schlcssinger, representing tlie Un-
ions; Mr. Max Meyer and Mr. S. L. 
Silver, representing the Employers; and 
. 
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Miss Lillian D. Wald, Treasurer, Dr. 2. 
William J. Schieffelin, Chairman, and 
Dr. Henry Moskowitz, Secretary, rep-
resenting the public. 
The first task of the Board was to 
ascertain conditions. An investigation 
was organized by which the sanitary 
conditions in the vast majority of the 3. 
shops were noted. 
Upon the basis of this investigation, 
and with the advice of such well known 
experts as Professor C. E. A. Winslow.
 4 
Dr. C. T. Graham Rogers, Medical In-
spector of the State Department of La-
bor; Mr. E. L. Elliot, Mr. H. F . J . 
Porter, the standards published in this 
bulletin were formulated. They arc 
adapted to the conditions of the industry 
and not difficult of enforcement. 
The article in the Protocol, above re-
ferred to, gives the Board absolute power * 
of enforcement. With the co-operation 
of the Unions and the Manufacturers' 
Association, the Board will exercise this 
power fully. 
Permanent organization has been ef-
fected through an equal contribution 
from both the Unions and the Manu-
facturers' Association. 
The Board will institute semi-annual 
inspections, and will issue a form of 
sanitary certificate to all shops'which 
have complied with these standards. This 
certificate will be revocable by the Board 
for cause, and will be good for six 
months. By means of constant rein-
spections, two annual inspections, and the 
sanitary certificate, the Board intends to 
secure absolute enforcement of the stand-
ards herein set forth. 
Sanitary Standards Adopted by the Joint 
Board of Sanitary Control for the 
Cloak and Suit Making Shops, 
LOCATION. 
I/- No shop to be allowed in a rear 
house or in a cellar, 
2. In shops located in a converted 
building or tenement house, if 
more than 25 persons work in such 
shop, there must be windows at 
least on two sides of the shop, or 
through and through ventilation. 
FIRE PROTECTION. 4 
I, No shop to be located in a building 
which is not provided with fire-
escapes, unless such building is 
two stories or less. 
Buildings in which a shop is locate i. 
with more than one hundred cm 
ployees, must have an addition.!I 
fire-escape, or some other mean 
of exit (approved by the Board 1 
in addition to one fire-escape and 
stairway. 
Conspicuous signs to be place I 
throughout shop, marking dircc-
tion of the location of exits and 
fire-escapes. 
All fire-escapes to be provided with 
goose-neck ladders to the roof, 
and with iron drop ladders ad-
justed so as to be easily taken off, 
and placed so as to be readily 
reached from the balcony of the 
2nd floor, and should be leading 
to a safe place, and not to a rear 
area or closed court. 
Halls and stairways leading from 
shop to be adequately lighted In-
natural or artificial, light. 
All doors from shops, and from 
ground-floor hallway to open 
OUTWARD, unless substitute 
provisions are made with permis-
sion of the Board. 
Stairs to be provided with secure 
handrails and safe treads. 
All shops employing less than fifty 
persons, to keep a sufficient num 
ber of fire buckets filled with 
water within the shop. All shops 
employing more than fifty persons 
to keep a sufficient number of 
chemical extinguishers, except in 
such shops as are adequately pro 
vided with automatic sprinklers. 
All iron bars for the use of fasten-
ing iron shutters to be raised to 
the full height of sash when. open. 
Every shop employing fifty or more 
persons, to establish an efficient 
fire-drill at regular intervals under 
proper leadership. 
No smoking to be permitted in the 
work-shop. 
LIGHT AND ILLUMINATION. 
1. Sufficient window space to be pro-
vided for each space, so that all 
parts of shop will be well lighted 
during the hours from 9 A- M 
to 4 P . M. 
Electric illumination to be preferred. 
Where gas illumination is used, 
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All lights to.be placed above oper-
atives, not too near the work or 
workers, and all lights to be prop-
erly shaded so as to protect the 
eyes of operatives from glare. 
i. Dressing-rooms, wash rooms, and 
water-closet compartments should 
be lighted by means of windows, 
or where artificial light is used it 
should be adequate and sufficient 
so as to keep premises well lighted 
at all times. 
VENTILATION AND HEATING, 
I. At least four hundred cubic feet of 
air space shall be provided for 
every operative and person within 
shop. 
2. The C. O. 2 contents of rooms shall 
not exceed 12 per 10,000. 
3. The temperature of rooms shall not 
exceed 70 degrees Fahr. on the 
wet bulb thermometer, nor be 
lower than 60 degrees Fahr. 
4. The shop shall be thoroughly aired 
immediately before and after 
working hours, and during noon 
lunch hours, by opening all win-
dows and doors. 
5. No stoves shall be used for heating 
purposes, nor coal for heating 
irons, unless by special permission 
of the Board. 
6. When stoves are used for heating 
purposes, they shall be enclosed 
with a metal sheet at least 5 feet 
high. 
SANITARY CARE. 
1. Walls and ceilings of shops shall be 
painted with fight colored paint. 
No paper to be allowed on same. 
Walls and ceilings to be cleaned 
as often as necessary. 
2. Floors of shop, when of wood, to be 
scrubbed weekly, swept daily, and 
kept free of refuse. 
^r Water-closet compartments for both 
sexes shall be separated by solid 
partitions, properly plastered on 
both sides, to extend from floor 
to ceiling, with separate vestibules 
and doors on opposite sides. 
•* At least one water-closet shall be 
provided for every 25 operatives 
of either sex. 
5- Water-closet apartments shall be 
adequately lighted, ventilated, and 
kept clean from rubbish, refuse 
and markings. 
6. Walls and ceilings of water-closet 
compartments shall be painted 
with oil paint; floors shall be of 
stone, slate, or other non-absorb-
ent material. 
7.
 A Water-closets shall be of pattern ap-
proved by the Board, and properly 
and adequately flushed. 
8. Caretaker shall be designated by 
the employer to take care of each 
shop. 
9. Suitable cuspidors shall be provided 
and shall be kept clean. 
10. Every shop must be provided with 
s u i t a b l e enameled iron wash-
basins, at least 1 to 20 employees, 
and in all shops having more than 
fifty employees, separate, light, 
and well-ventilated washrooms 
with adequate number of wash-
basins therein, to be provided. 
11. In all shops some place with suitable 
hangers shall be provided for the 
street clothes of the employees, 
and in all shops where women 
are employed, separate dressing-
rooms shall be provided adequate-
ly lighted and ventilated. 
12. AH seats must have backs. 
Report for the Month of May—Work 
Done and Results Accomplished. 
With the beginning of this month, the 
Joint Board of Sanitary Control has en-
tered upon a new phase of its existence. 
During the previous six months of its 
existence, the work accomplished in-
cluded a thorough investigation of 1,243 
shops in the industry, and the establish-
ment of new sanitary standards for the 
shops in the trade. Having made the in-
vestigation, which has shown the condi-
tions as to safety and sanitation to be far 
from ideal, and having established stand-
ards, the introduction of which will 
mean a radical improvement in the sani-
tation of shops, the work before the 
Board is that of introducing these stand-
ards, and of enforcing its new sanitary 
rules and regulations. 
WORK DONE. 
With a personnel of two inspectors, 
one of whom worked but i2l/2 days dur-
ing the month, while the other worked 
2i>£ days; a secretary, and a messenger 
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boy who worked two weeks, the follow-
ing work was done: 
Complaints Investigated 49 
Inspections and Reinspections 
Made of Shops 886 
Letters Sent from the Office.. 243 
Fire Exit Cards Distributed. .4,500 
RESULTS ACCOMPLISHKD 
1. On May 1st, there were: 
Shops Defective in Fire Pro-
tection 197 
On June ist. the number of 
shops in which orders were 
not complied with were 100 
Showing an improvement of nearly 50%. 
2. On May 1st, there were: 
Shops Defective in Sanitary 
Conditions 626 
On June ist. there were: 
Shops in which orders were 
not complied with 389 
Showing an improvement of about 40%. 
3. In accordance with the item of onr 
standards requiring shop owners 
to post fire exit cards, in conspic-
uous places, we have caused the 
printing and distribution of 4.500 
such cards in English and Yiddish. 
4. Of the four shops located in cellars. 
which were condemned by the 
Board and ordered to discontinue 
work therein, two have been given 
temporary permission to remain 
until July ISt, after which they 
are to remove. Action is pending 
uj>on the other two shops. 
WORK TO BE ACCOMPLISHED DURING 
JUNE AND JULY. 
The work before us, to be accom-
plished during the next two months. 
consists in the following: 
1. The reinspection and enforcement of 
the orders in the 100 shops tie-. 
< feetive in Fire Protection. 
2. The reinspection and enforcement of 
the orders in the 389 shops which 
are still defective in Sanitary Care. 
3. Organization of Sanitary Committees 
in each shop, and noon lectures in 
the various shops. 
4. Introduction of fire-drills in the 
shops, which employ more than 
fifty persons. 
5. The initial work of granting of 
sanitary certificates to those shops 
which comply with our standards. 
beginning August ist, until SeptcinU i 
ist, a general intensive sanitary inspet 
tion will be made of each and every shr.|, 
of the industry in Greater New York. *.<. 
that by the results of this inspection u. 
may gauge the success of our efforts t 
introduce new safety and sanitary stand 
ards in the industry. 
To Shop O w n e n . 
Our Sanitary Certificates are read\. 
All owners of shops which conform tn 
the al>ovc standards are entitled to a cer 
tificate, which will be granted upon am-
plication and inspection. The possession 
of our ''Sanitary Certificate" will be a 
positive indication that your shop i^  
"SAFE AND SANITARY." 
Philadelphia Joint Board. 
The local unions in the Cloak trade of 
Philadelphia, Cloak & Skirt Makers I n 
ion, Local 2, Cloak & Skirt Cutters L'n 
ion. Local 53 and Cloak & Skirt Finisher* 
Union, Local 69, have formed a Joint 
Hoard and held their first meeting on 
June 4th. The following were elected a-
officers: J. Katz, President; N. Zalm. 
Vice President; Simon Davidson, Scon 
tary; Jos. Rosenthal, Treasurer. The 
Hoard has decided to meet every Sunday 
morning at 424 Pine St. Already it* 
field of activity promises to be very ex 
tensive. The members of the Board arc 
in an enthusiastic frame of mind ami arc 
entering on their tasks with zest and 
determination. 
McNamara Defense Fund. 
Amount previously acknowledged $i i* 
New York Operators, Local No. i J= 
Chicago. III., Cloakmakers. Local No. 44 -
Cleveland O.. Cloak Cutter*. Local No. 43... 10 
Kalamazoo. Mich., Corset Workers. Local 82 i<> 
Montreal, Out., Cloak & Skirt Makers, No. 13. 5 
Louisville, Ladies' Gar. Workers. Local No. 80 -
Carmel, Lad. Gar. Workers. Local No. 06 
St. Louis. Skirt Makers, Local No. 18 
Albany, Ladies' Tailors, Local No. 30 
Pcekskill, White Goods Workers. Local No. 3--. 
Total . . $ - • • - • > 
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{0*1*3* ya*D3**-i y*8 PK t » r a n i in^ n*B8n 
-*K Sipoaip jyopynn 8 *pw Jjttltfi *»! pic 
ny mini *n D*II D'onyn # w n f «i ny3 
Tin epyn*n no tvronwp no tw Dftum 
pip DU »T5B T*K Din . ? » w onysoyo *n 
ya^ayojiK p«p D*J ,D'*.n*nB yjy3*nony3*K 
nyc D**.*. B*va*nB-DD**n**nD8 u p ,D**n**nB 
# 8 HB pn5nmi Dip p* D"n»ne n Dnyan 
.Diynoyo 
D*J n#a T * DDVI »*K Dip .$4.80 Ke*eyp nyr 
-oyo *n own DD*Byjya y*8 *n n8D TD p*p 
.?yD*aya oiyn 
Dnyaoyo *i b b y w antftmnyB 
.jynynox 
patpi onyaoyo *n 0911 p**8 Dip PK 
nyn PK ,jya8t # 8 »i *I**K DI*5*>.IWJ»H 
-D*D yftpytipnypi+K n t» ,r***.iya nyDoya 
•lynynBW **r D$VD* uiDfcnnyfi no oyc 
,nyn*nB ni iyoyn 5y*B »xy PK y*tf ny i^ 
-nyn ye»0Bip^Din ny*n *n [y3$n i^n p« 
T)*** oyn fjnip l tt .fynitfnyB D*J DOW? 
,DD**il Dip
 #DJ^JV fcptf *n pK VD**V 
o^nwrja ram upww iwnp DOT TWD 
.p t«^yp^B .* no 
n*D**n T8J onyn njni D*WI .nyoynB nyn« 
-JyBoyo nin* ,nyn**jBr"nyo*DDip 
I'D*© nnyo DMIM ^ip iyo**3i8 **t ! ny380 
pa ,onyDyni i m * onifD**nyB$ *n MI ,B$P 
?D?n*vya nyoya oanp nw ,iyay*.*DDyn 
.TyoyiB nynij n$D"nyB8 njn ny3*r 
*n lis ,iy3ifT iv D*J ,n**5n j p P*D T K 
Jy*Biv iiranp onyoynB H IIM Dn<D**nya* 
,nya# a^ t I*K ^**3nu iy**r I«B D^ni^ vya 
•jni« ^ B BtatfWa i^np njn^jv *i t^  
njn»*3v njn T«
 f?yjyp**5 oy oyn iyn ! a^ J 
5y*B **.?« Wl»3 r f lUPW 1V D3*B3jny3 t*K 
? nyojnB nin* n»D*»TyB^ *un *ii 
n m y^ y*B n t*.B a*i3Jn**n D*J p w 
w ony*.*, ny pa ,tw TT DI**5 W**K iMpi 
p*5» D**an« n ypw T'K ,iiri"3B' iw*n»B 
jya»n w t jyo ! jnynr » PK yma "Wl 8 
oyn o*n8 Drip |yo t*a /tinya ?y*B -my? 
PK
 fanyi> ."p*t *.v «n8nw oy »ii r o a n naa 
nyB, nm**.]^ i n w «n8n jyouya w u 
.*iyB^08anyBw yijn38 *T own ,*}ytJtf5a 
•"«ya iv inyo i^^ a ;*nya*K T*K oy ,^t58 
|y3**t o n * pc DpjiBnisDB' oyi pD Dijn ,|yr 
D^niprya D « | » n p *.v Da*Daynya njn**:!^ H 
-jyow8 |8 |ya8o iv D*.K ,D**a-i8 ny"t n*B 
.jyay5 jyan 
iya*ev*K ijn PK nm* TT nys nya^ 
•»«no inyt 8 5***njn Tip »*K om ! bSwi 
; oy D3*Bya jyo IK*.I ?yo5yi PK 5yp*Di8 "un 
iyr*iiv yo*3D5ymyB *n pn ,w oa*imya*K 
n » |1K Dl»3 \W\Vt .0**3^8 PK $*D'B*P 
T8J t*K DMBTlWn nya*DV*K nyi pK IK 
lboy58 T*K ,p*t *v >n8T oy M* oy^s D*; 
myo y i D B W oy D^ *-*. nya» jsoiwiva 
H Dip ,DP8B nr» T*K ,jya**.K *T PK r^ « [ID 
iy>np imDHmv DK DV*K jyo**ai8 wJyn 
.D5nwr» jytsoany D« 
D**anrBijp Dip ,oy DD**n «pjjwniya 
5^**318 yB?*t*B **.VD5nipry3 MOVI Dtyil 
lyaayiDK' m$m\ iyo**an8 *n ,oo**n D^I 
lyoys lyiyn ,T»»» ori D**318 Ty**t "3 iv 
D*D pi?3 tyD**3i8 ya^yii *n **.i oSn v^pa 
•|"5* DD81P W*t*B iy**l 
**.T8 yp8D oy D3**c iyD3*M*n y5y*D PK 
y*y*B nip ip TIK W24 iyj**r oy .p*t w 
r*K oy t8 ,T*?nyB3*^ya onyt jyo w i ,V?VD 
DD*DV y*m»ynD y?y*n D*n ,*n8 ts*: DVEV 
PK ly.nyt n*D .yp*DP8ne nyn D*D nyo^ K D^ J 
**a ,on**nD yo**.*.ya PB oyiCDayna y3:«o 
,D**an8'BVP ys?yt*n T*T DnynijD oy wSm 
P*K pa nyo**an8 *n tyayi*.Doyn pa vnjw 
pe nyo**an8 n *« nyoya DJni^rw iwsajna 
y^ yB y338D pH tm JtteVKi jyo**m 8 
n*o ; yonnypnyo Dip DPJIB nt^ a n*o umn 
i n y o mmvv ys^yii
 fnyD**3n8 »n iv^ yt 
-y3 nip ?ya*np ,o**3n8 MH **3 T»8D cyn lu 
•% .nyi'jyi*. &W* 
~\m"W oyn iyD38noy3 i^ n \rtw n*o 
n*n**ar nyn t8 »1*i D38n ,D**H wr 
-mv *\r\* wm »flp B*P I'D*D o^ arnr 
-yB», nyn ,>ro> *m ,5y*t nw w » &** 
nypnipi Djyonaa onto nyi 28 
D*n tyewoojip n jo5am iwrm PK pK 
2jn ,inyo DO .onyBDjynyB DO lyi^ ^M 
;yno w 5 w 3 p« | & r ^ o 9 D'oayrTyiB 
lump) W^DWSK IB "3 iyD"nyaou rmyn 
$ *m i n * , » w Sw^'JWi'K "»Jn 
T««3jr>D'3 bUm (BIN BIB QMK -IBBOyiUBP 
n jytmix D"pao"K PK yo*on*n nrfiBtpya 
yiraayD ^D B p« D?BP$* wwenyD 
4wra 
-tpB PK DPIMti Tjn TB tftf* IJfWt "PD 
•i;»n onya IBOP SBp'BBiaBB'D nin pB Dina 
n po DSBD yonyorunyB H D*D i » n PK 
«I n»np oayDBny .wiyo'DB ?y»>yrn 
VI DftnaBn oy ixni run tin DSBD yvjw n 
t»yO'ntt .oayoi' JPO jyvpJwiB jyayu 
jyano^nB PK D3BD-DBM;I n "i jyanp 
.D^y;y3-p"iDD pftngi pn PK DP"1DD 
nyoaiK IX ya^ va^ K n »t pb«t Djyani 
•V2 v^wtxi yoMia PK oyovs D>D phagn 
n ^JO^WIK «t iyj«! oayoiy'D .jyaaiayn 
DWDE^B .yxyTya y o jysBD yJyw D W B B 
yjytFPVfi jySn^ v w DSBD H "I tyanp 
n nea D^ n B tyjyfiy iv pK ,DD*Byay3 
.D-iy3DyD y&fc IIK VP^BIP 
•IV TB wypTyjB lyayn DnyxytDBni? n 
nv ,Tno ny t^ pK lyaataanys y o H a»*5 
-a$ lyasn o-pno-aawanB H D*M oyn 3y*5 
»n |ypn /lyopBiBs U£BJIF<XI» B tyooya 
H pa "Qifn H PK |yayaunya*K tyaainiivya 
B TO** ftfttttp Din DTyD'B* JBiyay^n 
-ya P*5B "t iy3Bn W t t oipi jysBi ^D 
PK Dip ?B ojypnyjB ty3*n *n PK JWI 
.ftWm raw w IBD oy?B 
.tnyoynnyB yayyn^pitt tweyp nys 
JWI H no D3BD lyDTyoruiyD nm D*D 
KD'fiyp nye n ^ * Tt Diyonaiya O W D B 
KD^ fiPP iya n PK 1884 n$By3 .j»3i5n»» 
^yaoyo B *IBB ojyo 25 MI nnyo DO jynya 
40 pa onyaynya n Diyn JBT PK ,nn*> » 
"in^ ^ «U»D .nysoyo B IBD imp B o:yo 
1*3 onyaynyj Ko^ eyp nye H trum WVBV 
-*1.801*3 n t33»DC lyoyBB' nn^ » 4 .$1^0 
$3.00 P3 DTysynyj n Diyii Dm Hup B PK 
oy 5.60 nyfi^ v ijn enmv nyoyBK' in$' 4 
•$450 ?»3 n D3»DB> nn»» 7 w pyiiB onya 
n wjjnoya ,1904 PK /worn* imp* im 
fiirrara 3ipo M W>JP njn PK on^ D "t 
'nv lyDMocyaomB "I Difn \vv ,mnypnyB 
? ypsyB'DnB mB'5 B 3y*5 
.0'3l7py'y33«K O'tJ D^ »«p8^  n 
prun Difn w»3v Jwiji^'nyoa^ n 
W i PK T^K IB : WDtf |mu B tDjyny^ ya 
pB D3BD n lypjyn^ya iv awu r^K n*u«n 
iv TB lypiyoys w K^ns T^K oy .D^BPB^ n 
• s w PWW J W PK oy iyn B«X ijnjn 
nfi n |ya"T ,yon^ Dyn OIIJD BIB Rnn«i« 
"iyB nu .D'jB'pyyaa^ K imuu oo D^BP 
lytDj^ K n OI*T oaypiyjB mvn "I ,omyp 
pK >nipi nyn IBB ts^ ynBn j*uv 5BJ^^"J 
.DiyaoyD y^ K PB lytsoya 
WUP JBp^ BBnaijB^ D JBJBr'unytaa'K n 
pnyoysnyB w mro y^ B taaayiocyajij D*n 
onn>ey3 »»#n n .oiyaoyo y-irrK IID yaB^ n 
injp wn a«jD lyniots' 8 IB TBB PIBDBP B 
-BJ^'VJ?: B D y^ttpyj otfn n pK
 fn;BaB3Ba 
pD'ftPWM IB
 rDycn*>fl nif "^po iy5» 
D o^iyn nysif ,oiyt3trDB>in y^ B pK pn i 
-yBDayno D$>BPB^  yDMiya PK Q$n jyo Dipi 
-JBnya vJiynnajiK my? Diysoyt: yonn 
nin PB 5»ntiM*vi o n jyo Wfn
 #o*jn 
.nnBsya oma PK D^ yDB'ya pfw 
JBiyayan n TB ,jvnyj T^K HID njn 
-oajiwoay H fya^ npya iKupi Diyo^ BB 
-Bn « * u v 5XP& pw 5BB pnr t^K DSBD 
.jytnwapnw onysoyo yonnyDDajnD jys 
-jyeoiD ?yj"T ys^yn onyaoyo yaniB itoM 
DO IBB umpiya lyDBSrjoonK i n * Bin 
•pin iya"T ppn* iin po yvyTya n lyoipsifa 
-v^ DnyD^ Dtj ^Biyaycn n po tonya oyn 
yomya PK PK .lyoiayaa i^B pnw jyTB" 
I^DK lyaypnyaB DTioya D5BPI^ ^ iy3»n tfvt 
.nyo»3"iB inriBiw PB DIIBP nyBoajno n 
.tanyojnanyB TDDBD D'DaynMjne oyi 
-5*B b*nw D5BP*5 n i»*n 1874 na 
*% jyctD^DiyB PK I^BK ,D"n"iB yanayec 
jyiiya o^oyn T^K WW n .JW^O'BWIJP 
->BB >ro»wn H PK
 #Dpanw3 HK P^P 
y5BP»5 PK DK^ oya 5y^ B DO T* IWP D"»»D 
-y3 w ttfsoyT no iy3B .jyD^ nayay^ yaaB 
pn jyaya ix D3BD H Daynnne un DDIP 
,jyaBiB y^ BPB^  jnww y5B pn aan^rbiy 
-n» yoonayD«nyBD o^ Tjn* tyaBnD y5B I*K 
W«« to»r"7WM*K ri HK D>BP»> n i w 
.^D \rmpvyz VH\WJV Hpp 8 jyn o"v « v w DS'DBjnttD unjm Dip? " w a r n •-
"iyByt? 4 Tyi* 3 JIB "lyo'ons * i |1B 53n yaJyt n jyanp i* jyaawx w w t o ' i i t 
$ar nxn *WK oay^ ya m D*n w D f iyn$ .jywya lytm-iK w4 i t f n wpi |y?*ne 
; D380 8T8 iya$n S*t pd in tnNP 8 TK . t fmp^ JHMFU p« DTOjnyujn 
PTWr Ti ta«p o-iyaoyo ^ x n nya* pro -vn v w ,,„ , w , a w tf-Kp*? n |ymw 
8 t« vNMim pn*iw T<K Dinyo-iyc t n W , D r T D D jyooyis ps oamv r w r o 
«t8 i r n b w w ,i**i* 8 PB s*rte W^P
 nxn f1B ,y3KO DV, y 3 ^ m D D „ n D ( n 
-mi n prtw m f t n u>: ty &m w™ pK . n n » » PK (pwf t WJW u n ? 
. w m « MtthrilB wma n no lyoynyo
 e 8 n y 3 , ^ v ?KP*Bina¥B'e n o*n 1904 
h * PK m w m m yD^yts nytaaiK .
 VV1 n y t u l l < , D ^ u r >K w 5 6 9 2 >3n „ 
"7»3 PK nyoayaynya nyn pm ,-tfbn ypsta
 D ^ „ D r s r j w w praiBya !8i T> WW-
-**BP3 bmm W B » tewaiWa* -iyo -31B i y p ^ D*mw"anK DD»n D* I ) D > W 
vt mriDivfi ?v Dyon«<Ko n p& AroUn -DD ,W n3,D r ( D D W ^ n , y m 3 „ x n n j n ; K 
W PK
 f T } » « r w y^« jW pmnPBTM - „ v ,1B w , , J r , n y v 3 y t ,1K « ™ w a 
•lywjfriya^K ,|j?e^p p i v f t p*u«n
 w r J r ^ y t D D „ 0 n . n | ^ ^ D 3 : , c 
i« "3iyn D^n oy pro D-V jftyi iv ,W» „ a w r n m „ 3 nvvVT |1B U y m 
SinyJ)h$ pnyii ftp P^^DD K - ;WJ p K i 1 i n w , p |1K p n ^ j v w ^ r ^ 
43TWP nyBDjyne pfi JjaBlft^n »Wtt » w* D5»P*5 H lyatjn nyony y: 
,?p <i pa BBftM wnmam *i ns y:^« i^"1 r « ^m ww lytD-i^ i p« Diwero >n^ 
•vnbiino tyayn vx ww sw>'Br»itt ^ B n »'D*n 1V TJaww w m >»£ 
.-K DB'imyyK
 foar3v ynxn:» p« .DTI»P WDjSwra ?v nyiij jsmm VH mrt?v 
,ixn nyi &m tvm D^T iyo t33»o ,ye>n ^^BKIJ^B^D P V W H .BOW n w * r 
onyoenw ?yo oyn oyi a r t a r«n5"nd ' o y o "T-^ P1CD °Pi,r D n» D* n ^ ^ ^ 'll#,:,, 
nttjTOfinp n .JIBUPI irvatasm n o*3 fypwwyoww o-iyaoyo 5y»B MT« IBB .o-iy: 
ajnnwny h m PD vwvfti nyat? lya^n "»» »'« W*ma lyoss |1M ontj J»K ^ I « 
yroam BT« n:»n nyi D^D |y3»oivpyiiK t8 o*n IK?3V ^MNnmntom n iy3« .T$ayo 
,-3'K n 1TOBW p« ?y^ yt3c iv DO«JI ,ya8iB t3nn>By33"ic oi^ n n
 P\rm nmfil 8 iy:iEv; 
npB oyT PK D-iynoyo ^D 8 PB lyoynyo &* -tawn D«n . W n orajnyBin, cv~ 
PB yasiB ixn PK T I K « W V I IIB ona •DD,",C' w w w WOTM* pmo w w 
r»r»yorK n OVH mw vrtw nyBD^ yno PWW *» oSrwwi oy jyn ^ o ojny* ,T? 
1
 .D38t: osnn «1 Diyo^B^ ?8:«tr ""'BJ^K l y r r^ i iyn ay^iv .iy3Kt m y r 
30 mea m m ^8P«^ n iy3»#n $ipK l r W W»Dinyo >T PK T8 i * n » t'K aar 
nnna 8 ?mi ;B5^WJ pom "t MI pfno !W3«5ya T n o , i n t» iye»rw y?K »5»: 
Wa p'm? .DD PD
 fiyayt inw|5 riyoipya PK slipw 5»PV5 l"« W 
08nya SW>»5 nypntj' r; nyi o$n ,p-uj' v: .]ys^a^B JW^BJTlpJJDjn J?C"cptri£ 
pn lyminyfi w tmi* pmnnm« osyn 8 -nyoj^ K H oan DIJT pyr jyo iyp \mn 
•8B tDBif nnyt eyn oy PK ,YHJIP iyBD:yno oan ,D38D yo>na 8 [ya^n Diyo^B^ towa 
ay^aar^yaip Diynoyo yor^ nyaw TK DTD lyanD^ns PK nyn DB^H n jyn^n »i 
pj'aiv?V-rK B t^nyaoyo ny"! iyi^-iys oyi "jycpnonwrt,, iyn^coay pn ,0P'*IDD 
jP»5-I»w DMK phipw lya^t PK Ap&mvstfvm y^y^:8JsB PK PK iy38" 
Vi T8 jy^ya VH pBTjn D»D?wyn nyn -iyn PK s^vans W»blpp»pyi "»vn T^ K yip 
u 3^K .Daypo lysK^ya o$n i«5u j^av jyn^iya b v i i w D»a 1*1 8 n*w |**^ 
,Tyaa«aya lyn^nys pn oy pm T>K p«noo n» B w n i iJW»tt«1P¥9ri nyn ,»nnypiye 
nyxytDEnc Dipi ,oxn ayfcv jynya twn P« n .TWinB »« iy^tap8iB y^*B DVK tr-: 
"lyE PK lytD^ pya jya^r tnyttt? y-ijn:8 PB v n t r w w t r B W oyn ps natfrin^vev 
**n EHTrt .enyp"iOD H PB nyvyjB H fyoia ta«v« PK Dowsya vt »$n DP"-IDD |wnw 
D*n nro T« , i*no ta^ r^ya yo^? ytyn \n pn ^tnir PK |*jp [ynya T^ K HVP n |jni 

• 
WHJN M]»*HB B*t*J TJTT 
T» IM'w lO^w DT*ID no D3*ov y o 
\ .pnno8a-»i$ iv 19 ocny 
ljnjrt»pny pn nrenyn t&npwswsn 
.op^noD 
Dip ,i»ry? w D38oy-iyD3'R PR DP 
DM5 DVBVU |W» I80V «i PR rtfnns^ 
"38D ?8 ,DD"H Dip .D^Rpltf PR DBRB> n 
*UM Tt "in* ,D8nya DBRC pawn 5$D DID 
.*RP$* ow iW3*5ya w5y« vsw ?yo 
tyavn BRP 8 PB nyvy? n
 r?rb5 ,3MR 
-BRB> 8 D38oya «i |ya^n ,ormnp osnya 
n o«nya D$n IBDWD-BRC nyn PR MWD 
8t8 tapaiB .p^noo 8 jynjtfpny » DSRD 
W T K iWmt w»n w tavoD'Tpy yi$o 
-anaya-'O 8 w jyaas^ya ys^yn nyo"3nR 
nyny -1*3 ,BRB> niny 1*3 DO 4 * W ywn 
-na PR yosyn yomya y i Donya - W D ^ R 
Din jyayu DDyiDC iy« w*n *tv«ay9ni 
D3jn 8 >RIIR i t p o$n ny ? lRDnytrD-BRtr 
.|vnyna8Dijp w 
-ya ypnmni w*i D$n D^Y yaa*5 « 
"183 DO .WW ^RP'BRiaifB'D n p* ocnyn 
pro»r ,p^ nDD t> \mn oaypya BRC 8 D*n 
ypw nin po lyo^ t^ DMH oaypya q*m D$n 
Dtyiya DO lyaijn D$N w w * ys^yrs 
D*n o"V nxn ens .DIVERS? n tyoipava 
V*ytrwv 8 t^ K Dip ?8 jynyryaonK ? i una 
•uy»¥ pawn D58P$5 ysaso p« ,yp*DP8iB 
?yny?piy w lysyB' pa osyi Dip IPD 
T^nay .jyom D$RP8* Din m* ,DP"IDD 
o n n«o T« ,DtfB> DW lyoipya «i JMTM 
PB pn>wi oyn pR ,I80V nyn PB oyiatpa 
i* oayn Din !« awu PR ,Dny3oyo y?« 
-awn imraw p« imyii ftp DP^IDD jyon 
•Dira^Bv 5Ha#vanyDa*K H IV iysyaya 
]iwpnonwn ]w y&Djn Jfr»p^ 
yamo w lyayu pmya T^K ys^yr Dip 
n« y^yii ,ya«nB n : "inrononwri,, pB 
n» ?»Pif5 lyD'wa 8 n fynynya oy "iyD"3 
wn .5»p»5 nyi38a8 iv jyiynya oy ys5jm 
#on"TD y>8 P« yooany JK inyr t'8 yaKia 
1* w nxna8 *i PK w i a pui IWMW ^R 
nri pit ?nmaR oxn p« 5KPV? ?"R prvnn 
^n ?ya"5p KAm DOID3D n J I W » nys^yr 
1»*TB yarwenyB n ra nnn^ oyn nys* 1^  
-*na 8 ar5w nysn ,on^3ya Di^ n aaiajniya 
-y3 pay PK lyaicnwjnma* pn^tnpiPD 
pip jpjMt nypm h .iya:8:ynyD:iR aaiayn 
jy^ 5»«D yotny DIJT .fynya DO yonBaDnK 
n"io nyn p« wor 8 pa *iynyni jjnyn i ^ 
.1850 p« PR 
•Dgta i y i nyn^K B^wnpjjojn n^nnr? 
-3nn i#t^ 8 Dijn wor ^RP'DRna^ E^ o H 
.aai^ pMiD;y yD8iaa«5> pD oyv^ne 8 D38oya 
Dixmyya PR \w$nyQ DiyoyayaDMR oyn *? 
nyi PR PR ,D^x iv D"X IID ysyiya ITIITR 
TD iy3>yn PB w^«io8n* yD 8^ is IRE 
yxytya ywiv ynn^ R .jyanyf> ^D B jyayp 
pa mif\\ i«B vvfft Dyo3 oaTRaya M oijr: 
PR .."Di^yB nnij H„ : BT&wyDma s< 
lysi^ n oa^or ynjnaR IV?«#T ,Di^i iyo «r 
taiK 18B iyaij D^n .DI^B^P yx&ryr vr~ 
,Dp8B nyi t'R DaBDy-iyoa^ R nnyo IJT PN 
-$oyT inyi pmva lt#op n PR n^nro? c^-
yvasa H .D$D nyn nya'R D3"^s ,^D8".P 
H PB nam n PR jyay^ ya VH DBsenyr: 
SHi^ iswoiyoa'R H nayinyii
 foa*or f'Rp^ r 
H .D^y'Bcya ySip ys8:P 8 \vi$n D-iyo'B^ 
|yo Difii yooay^p n lynya PR MD'Mpnys 
nyn pB Days i^B 5 ,iy^yD^iij3 nija t|»i ivr 
1*3 DMR D3RD D^ T .yDH833"R nyX3RJ 
.^IJII 8 lyaoyo iye oayo v* m nyaoyv 
•D38D nmjQ CBWi T^ R D B^V ^Riyay^n nyi 
ixnauya MI pmn jya'n onyD'E^ n p«
 r?8^  
-lyDjm iy3$n D5RP»5 H .D^B PR W 
.D,By3y3"p,nDD D?n»#vy3 PR DP^IDD iy*:%; 
iy3R .DanSny Byn yosp n 3MR DD^H C«-
baniya PR ^O'PV mm wa r H ^ *n« 
D?yp'^ D3y T**IB H ^ T^R ,331in8B"iy -inv-
-nysoyo n
 #^t tyinyonyB D$VPD$ n ,T* 
cnyii WOP H PR TT DnyoynsiyB 5'i" 
•D'3 33nyojn PR D38O H onya
 ff*vpiwei 
to^yem H PB n3yn .n PR nys'R rnoyf1 
n ps uip'OimX y5w n D^D .onyct^ 
.onysoyo n I^ R D^RP^" 
•nyo8 yoDD y^ H PR TR ,«T5R jynyr TD 
J P D * 3 W W yanayD^B PR n p w w t t r 
- " I B yan3yDC?8Bw ,DIH jwn w *ii i n « 
•nip njn .D3y5y338 P« VH*DD5» *D**n 
yo>8 PR im$ ntjj Denim Strain w 
PR Tjn» e i^ |8 Vw jynyDE' M5tfn oaijor 
W W ) QjyoiB: &vfy i j n 24 
•tm -HDB jySjm "TO n* "none* ys^yts "I$B 
".DfVR pa iyi 
-x wnw iyv.ya pic v* irwty-iD nyn 
.ojnspy3 D*3 T5M l"p pw 3$n T « 
:i-»: 5? iypi"n lyfiim pw Dim "imR„ 
D3$iw niTDinpyo njn T D D$n ",^3nayn 
;v^ yn DMR BT"» oy IT, ,iny3pyM8 p'D ")8B 
—-,DD p* oms nyD"vi jyDitn n^n T D 
tr; iy3$n vo D$n ,iyajnin$B-ya^yn "i8a 
:rj8np^y^8,v^D n .tyaiRiw pnw 338^  
•an is iyD t^?3$ T* jy^r n*o n$a ly.a^t? 
-s:8 n ; yDnDSP-'iRi^ nDayry-iByi "i$3"^„ 
iw /P'-HOD ^Kiy^cn,, n$B \vi&v jyoDo 
cs^' o'; lyom yn"3 TR ,jy3$r fyoo^vv n 
prr* o>8 lycfioyp iyai8n BTPK ,iynyi »t 
",P;82 ^ a t ^ i p ixn PR D W jyonya PR 
;*x PR ,DycDj$pnyT lycynpyo iyT o$n 
vrx m ,mp*BD po 8 tw;tipw a$n 5ip pn 
-syp n pD y385> *i nvoynnyo jyp r>8 Dtp 
Dip pvhtWiM \V?$\ "? T8 PR ,onyp"o 
TR 3ifn "&*a PR lip oy Dajy"i3„ 
P3 PR t)"3 nu oa$iya ,0"iyaDayy3 nrrR 
-vno y-iyniK lyn^R anaypaynatp ,pyii8 
-.ye «i m jffWttn ]mm "? Ml
 fD5^^v 
B*3B 8 "I8E WP1 PR y383BMR llf'M tVnyOK* 
ooip .jyayaya tra I » o$n / m r m lynipya 
cpjrotr ; t^a 3*n T « , T « 3$T ; TO W "iy 
^yDpsan^ya-DiH PR i:yn n. pnu iy 
-ya VR 3$n o$n .|ycM- 8 WW OB8: PR 
8 ?crrR tro patfp i n ?t$no o^ 
.5yopR3 n O**R T * ttfsnya ona -iy:nyc 
can
 f w w Wi pit ae^ to y>8 "iy3$ ny DDIP 
OB^II "iy lycyn n*w PR jvsns^M DMK TT 
.•flnanOa inya piK' on>R no iyi pSnn 18 
•^D^ya:6j i n "iy D^n ,in'R onyr
 fD3"n i$J 
iy D»jn
 #iyoijDD^p iya^oan I'DMR \n 
.nRarraijn'D ,3Rt?n na 8 ."rfnaps* DH^ R 
-3P03W Dyos T^R'D Dtfii ,mv 8 nya* TR'D 
T*R iy |jni y^aa^ D'D n o'D jnyaiyaij T> 
,I8D UD»Difp 8 D^yccay ",D^ a onya ny, 
oia TR pn nvnne — iy ea$r — DIJIV 
PW Djm WK ,01^ 1 V D'J DVSR PR (JT^W 
e'D^3 ,180 ny3 D3^n "? |yp"iDD D*3 inyo 
PR
 fTTO 1JP1 IBB lROD I^JB 8 PJrtW ^DC W
..."I8B yP8D VI DD8B D(#l 
cyw DH>R n»D ^yo^o "*.y3,V3"R iih„ 
DH^ R cijn — M^VPB yDprnn* p*i VPW 
8 TW- — fys^ K'yanys^ R ^v^v^pvn iyn 
DSTJP "wwwt P lys^ o 
(lyany^ -;c « i?p iy» tfrtjni | «
 f |^iMP3M^ y=?« w) 
PN oy«3 pa 3:iD,si3nyB n jyoo^yas^ 
D«r, n»B^n ta^ ytDC .1385DMR PR I :«^ 
-nw3W n n8a mm DSipi D^ n B8^P 8 "i8B 
•LM*318 PR DByry3
 f5inj«n pa iyt"ip ya»> 
*ya TPD»R jya^t lyvyroBna' n m 1W P« 
iri3iwi p'p T^R ,yixna8 MI iyD3iy?y3 iyu 
!W«i 8^Q jytn pa nyo^aiR n D$U ts^ 3 
•m risnwismf iv in yocny n pa jynw 
n w n m iv yocny n po isniya jM«t »*i 
- ^ .y^n P3^ D3>i»1 iy"! 
w T» o^n a a w w a - f t w r n o H |jni 
po D^ jm nyo"3iR nyn PR jyijnnya ipotny 
w w n jysijn ,iyDRROB* yo3^"RiyB n 
W33 wipjv* oRnya |?w nypim PR nyvyt 
•-"v iyay> pa tnRDt? ma*D3>« njny* p« 
•"?S»31R H IJni ,1837 PR WW PR Dip 
;33iD"v PR D3^3VTno yoottfy n pa yj"« 
-'DRISIJB^D ^ ^ " a - i y t ^ R n T^ R Rpnytw 
- , n v n o w i pR ^yl^ "3^R H -i^ar ^RP 
nyn pa |3Uyii nyf pw n^n "lyoma 8 *u |ya 
n jy3"T D^T .i^'V8t^Mrv v w n 
yayny^nya p« lypm H PR n m r m n v 
-pmpa D^T lyase vtfvv nyo"3iR yin:R 
,i"Bt? y3*DD"3 H iv iyo"i3 PR mtfw yo 
i^tR opaiB raiR n8B jyiipiya oa^n t^ R D^II 
PR iyoy rt\
 tiyvw\\ oo a^R ^*03ii 
pR iyD"31R H PB B^Pl'Da^l H .|tfP3*T0 
I » D n*3 v» v o ?y:yp rysss " iypm n 
imi 8^B 8 tyonya^ fy^t T O |yn iy5yotr 
BWWfiiM ?y3«jn Tno n pa nytD^3i8 y^8 
ya^oa^n »i MI "I$B Tt b5w«* .iyo"3i» 
,ltfD83ip yrtw |nyty3DMR B5»1i ta^ yii 
»jn$ 3yo W ^ D » I^BR ^ n ^ itKW K«to» 
\ 
"Qptf f l w p t n w twfy i j n 
ow oi8Bcyaw d5tf i y i y i o$n i^ iay 
PR Bine *i |ID DBio^yaiyoariK i n /vns 
|yo?8nyaa$ WJ D*n oyi8'> i y i tiro ,inn 
*n .RnipVjtt ^DB» ?*K'D ra ,D"v y n v i 8 
•paav i n fjnijn'D .any? fJO*$ayj PK 5$n 
p:o t* w n« D"**tfD'oip n tfyct? 
.jycayo 
lyoyipyo i y i lyast^ya pa T O iyay? 
.uyn H PK 5tfopK3-?R«rv3no:^p i y i O'o 
nnot? tPD ofosiotpya m v n jynw y^^t 
N lyotpyaonK jjmW PK D'-B PM v m PK 
.B"Wry^Diif 
-ya o$n iy ! 3Kcni na « ! '•ITS O$„ 
^3 iy Difn imp i »m i8B .pt>n pn us83 
PB 1$JW>P jyfi'in 8 DB»3y3DMl8 TO 
lynnii w 1 * & ,D i JUpwKnSwom 
yaten 8 ?V3v: Dnon ftrovp H DTP* o$n 
11a 8 ! ofisaya iy D$n orv i i $ : ; pnp 
M
.iyom iy £yf j imn aipi'a j m m 
PK oyn ?yoiptrya 8 i n Dtp PK np i 
TO** ,&MW1 tVMVB 8 182 Dip 
.lyoyipyo oyi jyoyaya *p* 3tp ".jyoMi 
- p » j / o p y v i ny^K a y f t i r^8„ 
m ,?am lyoyipyo i y i T O Dip ",i $ * * 
"? iy 03ir pifli 
y>«ii* 8 t r w y 
: i yn vw , two 
,D.TK iv ty* a$r ",...5 . I D M'jipn na,, ' 
-y3 D$n tfins pn MT« I T K C I C«-., 
D*: Jjm'5 ?n?y»"Jp n i m * en r 
".PBg: 
n injwnwnmn D*J ,iy w»i ".p*;,, 
.ip pw p* y^ ypoyo,, ,*ypam pe iw*« 
\ pW 031T -y 
?y^ >ypoyD PK iy r „ 
.T8 : r : 
,iy ea$? *,y>ypoyo„ 
".|nyr oyr, -.rw 
,P83 8 pn i^ noya xn9p 8 o*n'o .PZN'-
IV ^8D 8 ,CD3n 8 ony2o:yya u^n —K: 
"iyn i^ niDya ^D 'ne 8 *p? Dipi'D p« i i y - r 
1W"H : nyr pn DIN TO "i»yw >^x -VL^N-
-«itt 8 ,i)ftyn n v w INnraDMK eay-
nyom 8
 PD f^i n ^ o on% oyp^.s *ya 
mwipDy? 8 UE83 ^nvra p« Niwar^Br 
I*D I ITK oyn iypoyDM : ^ n i ? p.« 'rx-c 
"! jyo^Bfit? -q^n T N Jmi BV'P ^ ! |j?»rr 
ry3«#n y^8 .y3i#tD8oiD 8 nrnpwa T'K'C 
•mpi 8 pM D^mw ^ PB D»*inyaeM« ••• 
I8onyt:'D i n MMrWMtP mv i^ow 
.D-iycDjyyj ,«niwnw 8 D»D I"! PW« T t ovyr ! iyii»» B*PW lyne^y; w 
t f i m n n3^ DD 8 UN D^T T'R o^ i i . M " * JWWW »»J on'K 0*n TM«P •«; 
.oayisya DJMOtny T « 3^n 8
 rny3y?i? ["« D>ya3ny3on« D»n vr-; 
•ya ayiD 8 iy u^n "? T^N i W w r a n . 
-"3iyn H ipm ntryo ny3 anjypip ,wno 
t»
 f jnjynyi im j o^^yo^^p yi^ynyoc 
: lyannya;^ iy o$n ,iy3y38i D»J o^n iyj«p 
p-«-it:D lyo-TiJ oyi "n^i opjyiya nrvN,, 
,08nya pmy );8^ D%3 tp ]V2t$n vb Difii 
.oj^rya MI jyaipi .oaypo iy^ya |yj"» ,w 
lyiyn »*t w >THri 1M TK /jyo^jya yny^R 
rya^c ,"i*r*P8 yopy"in„ Av&wwt 
,iy380cnyB3,*K iyryj iyj"? y^K .oy oo^n 
-i#n D"iy3oyo n ,iyii jy^ya D»a p«'D i y j 
t'K'o l i p pD i^ayaix 5%o i w 8 t?»Wi v i jva 
|y?*pya iyo PK .isn^iya t r : n^ a jumn 
1'ypoyc lyouyarnn B^n'o • i^ss N : - - x 
*TIK drthr ya^»y i8D PK jopw W P« 
D38oya pw man p»i D^D ny o^n iye:K"ia 
,"pu^nyaj'DM w\W tvn^n «i ,poy oyn 
?yq Dvn %,T .oy oo^n rnrrniao lya^cya 
(yiyt:8 jyo Dijn BWlHnmM ,tDB8aya o*: 
o y y a :pnoa an^tr »*a i^a py»n-oipi 
" i iv 1KB iy"ijn:8:8 PK lyaipi D y^r -»«B 
yp8D lyt: Dt^ n ,no« ^P^IDD Dyi .o8:^o 
^ i fya^aya ypoyo T^N D3PM I*: .iy:iNiiya 
"18 1IJDL" 8 IP*3 ,5y»^fi. 8 IH^ 110D8B 8 
/ W i i iy wv3 i^yar^p pn .ova 
8 038oy: |yo o$r\ >tjo jyociy cin„ 
o^8"y3 w: iyr*p Dytn ifiyo ,j8LMpyMjp 
; yco ip i y i W ryo^pya PK ny .jyaya 
o^n ,iyiyv. I I B » oaypJa.o^ nn^K ps Dyn'fi 
iy PK .pnp ya?8n 8 rysyaya D.TK (yo 
- m cyi rem 8 PK |yD»»™ cy- -yc—v 
n PV9*DV^M wntfa i n wpi'o PK .ire 
,ypoyo iyncya o^n "!at j T» otip,, 
?yn'3„ ,D^B pfi o^a D^i an:yL*"r 7: 
Amfrv T O ri ' tn ny:na oyi \yvv BH-K 
iyjycy DH%K T K >yw Via n ; l y r ^ r rvc 
'MyDy; N i'-: 
8 D^ ts iya:8^iyi ,a^oan D^a T^ K r«-„ 
o'yp^yo Doyis^ya otpn ",B{#P PK ryo»: 
p« c,8f,2-yi8;^oy^ 8 anayo^sn r:~ « 
8 ,Dya"K.iM« iya^x ,iayn s i tr~„ r:K-
iy PK iNTi ; jya*n " l |y?#t DMB - > = N " 
"!|yt5Dyo TT iy ^ r T O tro
 fny^na " -
-Dayya3i? o$n " ! ^ T D?*5 ! " t otir,. 
,D^B DyBKniv 8 o^o 180 iyaar 5! ^~>t 
aa^TD'a 8 PM IV I M V W ) o*n ~ > r r ' 
l^a oi?n DIJII , I ; K ^ D I I PB lyayoipyrv:'^* 
"» 5yn'a„ .nina ytro^n H pnv^ve "'-
-ayiya iv rV3Vn |0j(v »*i ,P^ 1322 fP%,a 
lyo^nya »JT« i n jyaijtn oysna H PK 
PK lyEiotr ,iysioc n« PKPIDP P'K *'S 
»? DB1811 ! D^18 D-I'K DE1811!,, .itT'-^r 
PB ooyi8^ya PK jyncya jyo o$i "- -"'«s' 
.,"! aa^ D^ o i'o%o ?nyaa».»t^ !'1y^1»•£,"-. 
•yaya i n
 riya»iyp*n 8 ,i8oiycfD u r - s " 
8 ni lye^nya o^n'o .jy'iK'y: P« '*-
.oypa»3 ?ye-1o 
nypnyr wyonw D*T«$ njn 
;:-*rov:v2 8 PK DP%*rOH10WWMW 
-;«: -i»2 ptwrwa y&oya n PK iya?jm 
tOBJIpW 
* * * • 
enpp*wttPni oyn«5 n ps PUP*B nyn 
lyaiBWDKDT otjn lytfjm ,25 **P# ,i$uv 
.pen |yo24 ojn natr ,pn8B ' D I W ^ PK 
csn iyo ni w n t f w i y SPB p u n PK 
v:-?nyis ,yaav nayriD 20 u i v .oyon»iny 
jscniva PI*B o n rva^n proa (in "lyayo 
o*nya iy2$n BSE' prur pB nyo"2n» H 
mn tfny "ijn PK ,-tyo-iy ynyunya jny»t 
its -nwp t a a ^ n n .DTHD* PURMP ? t 
P"DD# y":B n ,"iy38D tmpo pM PM#P n 
-«rOT H r*WP!Spi oajrons: QV*i"$» nyn 
•$jn«S'B n 4Jft8iWWtfi}W WH*n row 
;IK 15 5«p*5 ,WW DnyD8o-DD"ii ny^ a 
•'2tj pnn pj*n pairxwy^yn yiynas y^y'E 
imn pK lyniptnyB >p>»SKT>?»n p« >y* 
•an ps a>D*ov Din vput lyv.ya noco T* 
-;IK ps vaipi i j n pnw PK mftm j ( w 
jaiayiyra ppn* "lyvoayo w w ^ n nyi 
pK nannd PBMIIX pmw PK D*BIPB njn 




(sajijmjn ipanaiK ijn i n ^jn^a s) 
inyowjin ,D38rivni5r 8 p w j PK'D 
wn ^a pam M'tey ,pmv 5 nnK* 8 D>B 
.P""IDD -iVP"Q%vp iyDnna 
» w im "3 iy:n$oj"K DB"i8ny3 3$n'D 
pa PK ,B"2")*rpm "i8D a3,^ie> ' JD*9D9 
Tipyo ayi inyt 33,D,D~iy3Dyo DI * *pn8 
."iyo 
-K'D ?s JS'D K ,5tB lyv.ya PK 5»$n n 
-s*f»5injKnya ;H*D*D W B M I 8 pmw 
»$n iyo wn ,BKK> Dfonva 8 tvaini TT oy 
ft .p^noo 8 W K inyaivoms pa^pya v t 
w i m n T K -u$n ,-.yojnp»o DIV anayoip 
[yoytw T*K ny ; rnnaw oysy T*K iy T8 
" :v*c!?8nya D$H ,0^6 lyoynsosiyB 8 b'D 
' " - ona lyDiayaons ^yop82-n^ya-DVT 
»*a PB ||fnQ ft B83 8 Dy D«13 ,*!»/! y i 
•msnt D'D op^ pya Dlfn iy .?yD 8^nya pK 
™^ D';
 f5ijn PD typw 8 PK jyriK yayp 
iya"D DiysnyD y338o 3*IK PK ; D I H H 
K)4ov ly^njjv iyan8T nS'Sn |y?yii «i rs 
.niyo pcnna 8 " i !va*n
 r ^ i 8 inyo o:yo 
H .y3^yr n (ya^Ja iy:yp DVT oiynoyo n 
"lyorK nyn iv DJKPI^ H [ID yo^syp "iyB 
H'W Djyo 2'/J JID D"iyoyny3 oiyn ^ 8 ^ c " ; 
; y ^ n ^ D5BP^5 n mm OIJDC'JIJ I^ K ,o:yo 5 
nyi iyo:i8 oyn ^^y^a-p^noD nyov*K 
ly^nipj JKaifK'^ aiyDJ^K n nytDD'D oy"3 
D?Kpif? ynyDyna H if^cK .p^yaya-p^-itao 
pK i?ya jyoio yoMia DMK lyov^K |y>n^x 
IDP"I&D"E8B' ya'Syoiv PK rD'Byaya-p i^DD 
.^ 5n"0"»yB3W "lyo^K Dyan jya^n ytfvv, 
D8T "T ly^yn i8^B oy«3 cyn iyo3iK IIK 
8 D iw iya i8^s w: nyn .lyiijBciyD 
*»m ynyp"i8D^ 8 ,a:u'3"8"iyB ynyooyD 
-383 j'nyz^K onyaoyo y^8 pB aaiD 8^nayo 
-.138? jyv 
•yii I8^B -\m pn8T ivnanrn y3s3"K p« 
DinayD^pjn yo^oijp »i .oinayoK pn 
"3Mi jyanp iy?(#t oiysoyo'iymB t8 >WD5 
.uin ya^yr H 18B D^syjys^p^noD ny3'v 
T^ K oy .&3yiy33iK *\r\]n jynya DMPI DIJT 
PKTI iynyoyia 8 ivntjn ly^na ?8 no« ca 
p*p t^D,3 PK oy PK ,-ty;yo m I W I B D iv 
-8D " t b'o ^ i iyo DI^II i8B yasmK DW 
iysn8T DVT ya^yt n -.82 .yon83DMK IN iy3 
•yays TP"1DD y3^yr n jyanp ony3Dyo y?8 
.DD'D 
* * * 
po4VU oyT ps t3DyB-Dyint#' nyn nn8 
pK p^p H iMN D?DIP p^noo h n w w n 
-y3 1'383 8 ^D'D PW V3 PD iy380 U1MPD 
pa M m y»" i« H w TID-MD ly-iynan 
iyo24 cyi fy3iDyaD8DC D$n D^H ,yoo8y2 
H MI "ins?'* 8 1^ 83 pic j w n jyo25 PK 
H DyD^8inyB p i ^ V2 \m nn»^3 oa^t^n 
PB D-nnoyn W I B 60 on» PB lyasycya 
•••DSB w^w ov yantj
 rD?8Pif$ yayiy^nyB 
yaSyii % IK .y^ysiv vviv^v PK n m n |yi 
D'K'Sa yD38aya-taD3^ yt PK yD:83y3-«T n 
-nyoaiw ys^cayta p*p .DPIPWOMK |ya«n 
-nvz PK .pnySnyB PB " I B DU T^ K aaionya 
nyaij .jyn^iya D38oya tyDM |yj"? ;yiy^ 
H pnt$n ,D"mK nyiroMi^ B I.TK IV yai32 
,ycao8y2 yayny^nyB n PK Tunp w y v n 






to i yp i$n B3j?Dn«: v*Q i y i 
^nyttl ypn»K-Do MI witf tngttiy 18 V 8 
i u i n Diyp8*fiix DiDurnno3y iy»? .iyo 
D$#8 WW ifiwi yDMW 8 IWSKHJ* |JfP PK 
193g 5f T .3f Dp'53 oy^8 3MK ,miBO &nya 
DfM IKT 8 fimvt 8 oysy IVI'DBS nWn 
" I pnjni I8i ,iny?DMKifB M pp iyo 
,iyo"3i8 ynyi38 MI T U M i fa BUDD'OWB 
330Bfn V M PR HDIO DPI «l |yv>iyB 181 
jnana w onya oy?8 PK 







-3VD 8 DX'K fyaf.1 I'D 18 PDK PK Dy 
*3yBjn 8 T1K jy*D8f VO pK If W W*B 
T» TO fyafn Mfttf t'K ya8"iD H /ofB 
i n T D pm ? DB3ipix iyn n8B Djyifwa 
yiyraiK no iyo8D atoMia n t8 m iw»» 
T j w P« "n i» MI ou *U8 tyj"t oiyaoyo 
"fcnwaf IJKDVD^K i f J ?ya"T TO T8 JSPJ 
o^w"K PK D38D ya>D3"n iy?3W iyo 
»M«tt 8 Tin oo"n Dip — ,|ynMK po 
i#8pf5 yiy?aw Dfn
 fnfe»DD PK ( 4 i * n n 
B t t twnw oyapa iw ovwf a .oiyBniyayo 
DO DD»n Df l
 f ]yuiK | l t DO PK ,!V3fJl 
*oyo vow i y i pa |P5MI jyou Din Tin 
TO ?8
 #w5r mx ?ynip TO pmc — Diys 
i y i i8B wxnnfMW DO *BB i"P <m |W**t 
•DB31P1X 
« • * 
i y i PK t8 ,PK "Qhnmiw iyv383 i y i 
jyafn ifDDf3 pK i f romafp i i n no D"X 
DX'K pK JfOV yp18BB> I"P D8ny3 DO 1*0 
yDMia yoMiya p* pn8D6? n w TO J » « I 
DifB iyaf p * I » I D lytJiK .onyoB' 
oiim jya^n T D n« o i n ' j w i * DfpJfB DU 
VD jy3»r *vw :ya8iB n ttfyoyoya DO W 
•*ip jyoMia 8 irarSwuKTK aoya pi8D^ 
-ya mre i n inyt i*o ivno ISBIJTT W? DM 
-**a Din |ya5fB jnyt jyno I»D .lyi^ ooyB 
- i n PK D3f^v yoMia yiyn38 PB y^^ BC 
jroa>Dyoy3 inyt H DB81? ?*K \p9mw y5«n 
na jtt^Dfp nyB3*B «5 no nmnroVDWWI 
oiyaoyo n |JWM« irowvya n jyaso ix 
n nn D58Pf5 n iwnw p« D?8P85 n PK 
.DV*K ?y3"t «t Ml lyODyfi 583fB»>:iyt53'K 
* * * 
y381D 8 W l Dip T*K ,tD3"B» m« Ml 
•ore yjSwj^K n i8B m D58Pf? n i8B 
mww nt wtra pv oo rn wn .oiw 
PK 13B511'7P pM «1BD8P WlWina IV": 
?8 fyD8B1VBMK 0?8P^ H p& ya83finM -
auya D^D oaifTiyB PM \tf>w Diyp^-,-r •-
Ml p^itjD nv'i ivD^njtf iyjyp -v * ' - j ; - ( 
r« ,t3M »jfDiyn ^OMJ |«i WH oy ::^-
-"? yaSini DyD'Dfp ytsDi^ DaMi n pa y r ^ 
lyoxy? i y i »IMH iyb^fB8 m p w iv; 
iyB3*B n jyiira ?'«
 rI«DDVa PK [f^:yr;^ 
xnyayn 8 |W IK^B 8 twaifixoMK yo^f5 
-jyiwfp i y i »IMK .DD'-ByiVa I^ K stD^ syp iys 
-yay^ 8 o^ n^ Bya iyo83y*yi y^8 (yayn ;^r 
n MI BM> .yaaiB i n PK yoynyD^K yr i 
.DinyJpiy !8i tya«n DIVD'E^ ^lyjy^T-i 
-OMpy yv383 n m MW#jyo"nya DV O«.I 
PK a? DMyn ^ K J ^ B ' ^ J ' ^ ^ K i y i pc rye 
'KBcnyB in^p o^foyi BWi iyo .^^T iyi 
-ictyitD nyoyipyo 58iyjy^n-oyi ps \y: 
DO DPM « w H ww WP i»i«l|n 0'iyi 
DO Djni M aMK ; -*D*J»B. IH*K \WXV 
8 $}&&& yd8Dta^8 }8 PM iv lyiywHt 
(pw w^a^H |n*5 pK taaao jng j ^ w 
nyn ,rv3Mi DO DC I^I i f OP 8 ptnyaoyc n 
ptp n Dfn ,iya*V3Mi i f : Donyj M Dfii "»E 
,0110^ yiK1? 8 jyafiDwiyanK DO D;VL"D 
•lyaso Tt iyp ofn D W P yir5« 
* * * 
jyo Dfn tfcayiofp iyn *IMK t8 ,n^K 
oyi pB bttttfttm oyn inyiyaDMmijB m 
Dowiiyj ta*a Dfn iyo .P"IDD J8iyayi?n 
jyo ,nn^vn uwn&pto 8t8 pn ayu oy \* 
-8iia yoMia 8 t8 D^yo^yaifB DO T I W 
pa *iM5iyu PK ^n oyii oiorof ov pa jrt 
.138? IW3831'iya'R lyo'nsK'iyB in?1 p* 
-f5 yiyrjiK iy3foijn iv 3*DM3 nya« r^ « o? 
njn jyoyaiyB DO jyJft "1 ,inn*c y?«? 
ly^ft «i ,iyt3"ai8 y m w PB lyopsis: 
DO D?8n Diot8ninD3y iy" t ?8 iyp:y~rj 
i y i T8 pon PK jyo?8n jy^f i PK ,W 3:r 
i y i *IMK jyifiwa ovoya T*K Dfn Djyoiats 
.IPi*5iyo »o ^f3 DB8n p*i Dfn ifcjyiu^ 
/ * * * 
yDD3^ D3yo n ?8 ,D3«!t ynfDD'n n 
*y3 PISD^ DMP jy3»r jyaauynya nyo'Oi* 
jy^ynDDii3*K jyoMia 8 |Wfimraaiv 3*J 
T8 ,5y*B MTB »T |Xn»5 ^ 3MK pK .DMMP 
.?yB8apHW DO 3385 IJH*^ V I WW ^ 
p* IPD»318 yr*i»K jyj'n oi i pmn M 
nypnsn tMjnruw wr** nyi 20 
,23'tfaW DO D3"5*D Dip |PD$V11 I'D 
vnftyi * PD i rowa 00 Dftfti Den iyu 
arun in*R PR JfJjnip ps'tonipiDatnyfi 
fypw* oxn oty^ .NOW emi DO ySgmp H 
n pa n y ^ "»xn ,|ynip nayn ovJwn po 
nyi . p* ,WB>"R'D«JDR DiymcDpyDUBD 
e$ .*DD$B y o H „ po nyoo ooya-Dinnip , 
: n;^r "ly D$II 
P^B t'n»fi n»^uiy»y: MTK B»3 ?»K iy j "pw 
ojn EBMpiye lysfym ,iyin»B-nyB"3iK -ijn. MI 
-"tys'^P'tanil .on»n ep:yaf iyta D*U jymaw 
pryw no » 13«* "iywK pit n»o lya^n ynni 
"pitfp "iyi pN "ijn*. .fi«ny3 •unn»B"iyB"3TB 
n an* .DS'V B>O t£ht »i VPK onin nine 
Ijrtl ipn»B"iyo"3nie *1 iy3$n DiyiiBfBpyBUBo 
,P""IED pB B"» 1JH t'K "D
 #B1»P»onp T»K DJT 
pz^jynyfi n *jnn ny3$ » i tya^n ,Djns$3 "o 
-on* Etjnya B»3 IBJ nyintfi n I IB B^ps^iny 
ip i p i cijnoyo n ijro 3pD Bjmin .iy*jm* 
-ire D«» ojn ran * I P B .tyv^iaru w*v 
,B"^ y3»Viny nywB-iB»3i» H iy3»»r v^ay? 
tp=:p^ny3 o^u B3"sy3D>n* i n * i n »*i |jn^n 
-on* nmjn iy3"? Dftjli yB"!> j»»$ ynsatrivji 
ty"t ipjnsy 1* P* I * ]yVi3« oyn tynyrns 
DK1 JPBn3 V* WtBpKli V* D? ]y« P'BPBB 
.•»»* lyT31K ]1B 
: * * * 
•piiiSp n W R 4W IJVR onyr D$ 
"5yn nayavR osnya jya$n oijnwDpymaRD 
n ,"$ tyj"? nynn*B-|iiw H D*D D'poy ys 
njn PM lyeoyo yooany n jjmya ,-iynrvB 
D5«e :^«py3 ynyoanya » ^ 3 lyaij ^5im 
iy i pit iy3"T "T T« ,|P31DWD*1H "T JJDlpl 
PM yosyajnya jf^bannnii wfrnv I'DDK 
n n»D Tw TB ,ot"wa Dfc;n . yc5 ya^nyo 
» lysBD is v» wn$ D>nr^ya iyi3y5ii^p 
n« i^:v nyn D^D DD8B^38pyn xnyDjny: 
D"iyi^ DpyDi38o yD3y3,oi|%iB .nynn'D inn^n 
^rtVD^n " i 1^ 3 eo T8 .jxnny^piy p i ^ V3 p* 
n pn oyoD^ D lys^ Dx^ K ojn HnM noin DO 
[nyap>-mr \v^vr\ DO tm^vii «i IBJJ nv*w 
~ya oJtpi oy jy« fr&*
 §ovvw iyo58 EttV 
oy5«»5p H t« n»n iyj"t ^I^D .ftom WW 
*IP mo 53 mo jyjjm DnyniB^pyuoutD nm 
"3m « MM Daynn oy urn D^V ^y^y, iv 
* l i«5a o'nn-^ya n lyenwi
 rp«iDD " W D 
IV ninn»B H iy38o »i .nynn^ D n *PIM TJI» 
«5nyS» iv " t lyjyDyn pn yoi^a n« t^ 8 
-yn
 r^r tya$r ,immrj n .jwoipa yedj^r 
.•V^D H |jno'nn p« iyD«an« n imM iyv 
DO p^ ntSD p*p DSfcpi ninn^B n D'3 |yti 
l i p D5IP1 lyin^D H D^3 | m .iy3^ "13y3DMK 
-ny^ PDMK nyD"3iB n 5»i oy w i iyny3 D'3 
"i« n IUT iyD5*ii nyin>D n 0^ 3 m -IVT 
"pi$ !W"t " i r« Domnya DO I^DB nyo^a 
ny»n PD ^ D nnyt lyajynaiPB PM tyDB^p^ 
.tyasD w i"T D'TO'^w jny«i yow\jn*n 
* * * 
-y^t PR Diy"n^DpyDUBD imay>iv>p H 
yDyiB nyn pu nysiDciyDJiK yjyaanya yn 
ra n *pin D3«-i3y3DMR v^pyni? lya^t 
jjnD^nyo iv " t jyan »i PK iinn^c w n p 
-aye D^n MI i w t e i i ijnayJii'Sp Dip IBB 
l^a lyoipya fya^t ny-in^ D nypi^ ioB .i»* 
jnoDna^irpifcjSp n ly^yccaij ian9n«9p 
nw iJya ^ lyaya lyo^uia n jyvynoMR 
inyoyaaiR DIJT 09 . " I ^ I D oyn pr rawi PR 
•|B}or n "inn yp8D» iy»r pa nou nyn t»R 
nypnfcj' 10 n iyj"r ixnnfc;>-«-n8D .lynn'B 
H BPIM DsmnyaD'iK mm onyn^DpyDu«o 
n»"t lyanyc iv D -^ioya fya^n |IR nynn^e 
.yvRDisyn 
* * • 
-yoya vx P"IDD nxn MI nyaij 10 »WJ 
-8D ^yp'lW, va n T> l»»n ,iyn^^ya D^ yD 
-TB-i^or n t8 inyryaons DiyiwDpyoia 
"i«par H MI n s i w MM DO nfc!3 pra^i n n 
n^ a |ya"? »1 T« ."t o^nejo yoyiB ya*5na"B 
D»n aan^aa^R Tjnn Ml ,D3y^ MM DO 
ynynas D'D ,Tt jya^n «» .D y^D y^ani^ D *M 
lyayn iyaao"D yny^r t« inyryaons ,*omTjni 
Djnanaya pniH iya"t iwwr f l p j p n 
DD"H ^t?« .ojn n«3^ PK yJ^nDTiRnifB HMR 
vtfyn wviSfcjMjn y^ynoona^R n TR ,oip 
DDRIP pR lyoynoyaa^R lynnfcj'-RnRD Di^ n 
VK
 r ^ 0 Pi*1 va po Tno"PM$p nyn PR 
fny>yr n PR nwnJijMih « jmiya-nija DO 








It yfintgm wye-iaa an*$ njn 
yvy'Ww pn yjy^ ^K 
IWW MIC I1K IX® PB WWHftWBB *1 
OV ]V\) ,I»n jp«1 tf»K HTW MOTTO W 
pvm PB owoy ")$e KM "? iwiiv DOIP 
POTTOS ov iw ; wow w *pi jyama »i 
oy*8 iyaw ippjn D«J iy:yp «i pro ,"T 
DH3 "? |ye»NY IVDipyailJD PK 0]t Dtf)) 
- j*n HO 3«t36?o«D njn PM ftp Dip 3MH 
Dy 03'J pn ,M1D pK 1»D IVCMW tV'P 
yMttfymya wow vvwn-viQ vwn 
,n$epip rum ,HDK oyn DJ$T : DjywgB 
••www ono TB*H
 #DMUU :*l*»Plp 
-O'OBBD ipnnwa v * cy \VP ytt ,pnjm 
,C"B 
,|ya#r UfM y r ^ n y o y?« : i»epip 
eyv? inui warn o«riMinp, *i PB t« 
ayn my V2 .mm oayvipB p»K eram 
y?yo ya5y»» J W PK P*J BBTO pit? T « 
$tf* D"t W * ,|yn*oi«H y^8 JM"1 wt p* 
-uiynyo DM? /lyafcm ?«D lyony-tain nyn 
ny»"jr)—-iinyii moa no P'BD'BBBD yt? 
.tnya^npKno i s D*D$J 
Din BU lyoipya V9Svii Dnya'npDaiD 
-yayiyn pK typ^iv D"I$D$T iy5$t ftgwi 
lyotfJ TOM B*D TIWP 5«DD$B 8 D'D* 5m 
IM Dt*5nyB .iywwyi i^ t3"T nm* PK 
no Djm DW *?tnpwn njn 
PUP T9 fTPflPD flW 32 -|K3 )pfi 
•yaw ijnjni Dijm» pit sums 
•ornK oya w * spin Ep*er 
D*PI lyuyjij jio unrpripi fta f T anj* 
Diyov yayiy^ BnyB p« ens pnn f^c 
wswii i'iK rapwiyft ft'T nyapyo 
;pyBoay is pyti |jnuj»M yntM 
.76 t'BpB^ ,nyoynB BWpD JTH pi^p 
DyH»»% ^3^tr^:iyc:'K i^n ]1D DI?DJ:IB ei*ip: 
•ya B r^tttfnyjD t>K ^U'ai1 nppn^n c:^^^; 
•^yn tiftuinpuP r " : »i ]y-yn y-«ic H ; r « " 
.cyc|*2 yny>»t iy?yar iyc?is »i ;•: 
p|Hyi |yi«t i»*B"iyDyns p i nyts^zin H 
-iyc ijttnnju:* jm BmmuRAy»s i?iyc ;;-
•nyne* n »i IJMK IM ctyb tyiw is TK
 rinyr? 
-pyoapay^ ywaww n «|MK C»: ir»»sc ?r;*v 
jynyn cttccyj:!* ^91 py TK ,tynyiKC »? 
»c .ja-njn^u-Bfinn'H t'« DHI jananirp't:? 
HH3 T»K l ine Dinpo fin pi^p JIB Diyoyis •-
pa Dycc'D-iyBK?pff yiyccj'E ya?« n ijni*;?; 
r»*n iyopB n?iyc?y T* "»ya"« .DHJ=PK-^:N-
tKE ,D-iycyn5 yirr;* ipytt K n:nn p»t tpsr* 
iy P^yii ,c«= D»»a c^nyxy^ soipya iy yr;— 
-iy» «i CKII sytfTPiii H pc *}"rv£ H t»iVa ^'; 
BTeiti^ BCpy ciycyiB H lyiyn KT^» .U'-i"" 
-nam y^ K MI i " ^ — D«2 oyn Tic
 fa»si«"»t!s 
."lyeynB-nysMK oyn ps pn T -
cy TK ,iyoyivwOTH H lynjnyb e»y» 
p« jBHSiinvn 1?"»V" Din»Eyj:"K Dit:yaiK -KT 
Bioiirniil pit? iyo e^ziK lysytr yBDinyo '-
.IK «neo iy=sy? p« 
-cc"2TK H TK ,Wfti n enyi(jB lyiym 
tf iyi:iD5» 50 «]MK tjnysy^ pnyB t.j?irn -«T ="V 
.iyi:ies- 52 ys*nynnB *T B«BC:K ,.i¥" 
BID ,B;KO t* EV'K T»K M|OV nycyiB H 
.lysysyn is in tyoiponK Byn cy ny3*y« 
•TiH a^ oj^tyn ipvpv 
iiK(j:-B:'KtrTT »n pn JJ»B»B lyssy? nyi 
yc^MH n iy;yn y^ KiB n o^ jnaKmyB $*r 
iy:Kn lyrKepupp ytf^ns n .iy:Kap-i?" 
-KH "T fitpifi |yvn*ii oyVis B^v^ya *«c ;">* 
•pm n^ jB Boip cy CKH ly^ KBiriyB E»; iy2H ;;•: 
lya^ n ,»n»« ciyiy: enyn cy wi |y33«B'o '-
- ' JK; IK /iyB"riK ye»»^ MB -DiQi9»iyB9 n I*T 
- n * ; iyn «IMK ^ p ^ i * t t iynyi3Ty2 K P K ETT 
-j'jyn iy:»n typtt'^gi lycyns n ,T»c-=r;-
»n ,TIKK3 n'Bcy^irys ^ B M ^ - ^ ' J P yo^ypnir;; 
»n iy:nn TIS , ^ P K > (JWHM P K p u ir?K» 
iyo M p ^ iy»^»w p« iny^"iK i w p fySn: 
"lK'2i» K t y n ^ T»K c?ni
 f=ypc K TK',EC>-S7: 
JJ P K esypcy; CKH ly I M a n * ,B»: lyi* ;?•: 
-1K»3P K lynyn >m iy px
 #p»nBC » tie -Mv 
•Jf««i N 1KB IK^KT 99 ly^n^sy^ ny TIO ,;*2 
Jtfl iy 3MK ^KBPKIBSKP N IMK MTK .Vy;': 
iy^nijsj"K iy TID , I B D ' H J ' : P V p n w I P " " 
.1K7K1 99 
1KB C(J2 \"P C(JT
 #B»»3lKyJiDl1K Biyil Cy 
K jnK 1K11 tyoiD PK 1?B»nK \"? \WW -"-
.yrKTniK -un:y;,-7' 
B^yn:KrtiyB vtjtifi B3'KB*n »*r EKH l*lk 
;*tib%n*9p PK P«IBD t'va *rty^  T,yE«» :?;;••• 
— 
• • • • • • • 
•^Mt'k 
lypnyii tMyenw m^i njn 18 
-K C-!K7"E B * H » * n -JK-I H?2*n W t f H 
;yrey; Bimnpa i n wn-rfit-o-m pa i?="= 
Dpo^ a H W I ? 2 * "
 riyi:yEe-eiK ynycy2 p« 
-in pi jrrgm n inyo *)»*3 * i s w urnon 
H ?1 I9»«W E S ^ S ^ W I i i n PK "Kl 
-:K y?K n i fiiafi T&frtfiP V* rn t f«B c y i " ? 
CKH i w |*3» crce- >1 **ni . W ^ * ytyn 
tnjn » i t r ' i o ,W»° o p ty-y-nyE ** w* 
-IJDM-W inye EKU ,iyv2Ki75cpy is "inya CKH 
I K : v* cy iot te . w ' t t * y i y " t pa iimnjM 
« K y;"? tic c:y;yE-tyc S2KC 0*2 l y i P* n o 
- i i : M I *ijnK. .IP=r? opi tpafansf t ' i * *1 2?- " * 3 
njrt / I : K : K : K : I?=K:KD f&'fey ,py7D EOip 07 
-cto -c:y=y7 P K ?y^;(je pjn iyE""2*m H ufrPfi 
.pitta* 1HJ» iy? 
-;'ty2 y-iycy2 p * DM* scscyp ]8»:i" n 
" ; " i "iy=:^7 EIKO P K IJTS"2-IK n IKC | y « i ; 
*»D*DK eye*: H CKI ;p**S -P«E "tf*1 • IWrt 
- ; T I ? W J * 7*2 tjm»n» cais pit? ap»w ; K C " K 
,-y="2-m »i CO tm' iywt jp 7M1 M *K ,NP3i' 
=•2 iwjprjn i n i jr i io cycK2 »i T* T:IK BTIMIJD 
.a=Ka jrpl t jw K. C7K I K » : P i j n 
ijs«an« »i P K i(*r,r T»K wav H inn 
">;~ "|K: eye*:: n E» ; tffp** ,ainiM«lK, D»a 
1"? I M P I M C'3 IKS 7732 Uf?Ml »T J 1*0)1 
IJ?3JH7 D7«Mjm>« P K cycK2 n IKB 7'Ml , I K » : P 
.$0*3 PK j $ u i " p»p T* 
"5MK JJ^Ml IPD'OIM H |jm
 rBIV* JflKU 
STfWPJ ,iKtrt'K»c(5CK cjree:: H , " t ;y:K.n , ;? ;n 
"IK UrJt*!3lB4"8 D3H i j f t 'O lK IT " 2 |?cn?;is 
"iKn K i jnsiB* 50 iyin«B3»M PK iKr-C!:"2 
,a*OT8 
-*P K " K : 7KSK i jn j r 'H »n i rp ' c t:sy» I K : 
»» IPS"! / |H D1JW C? Ml .WW* TJT1 PB PCfO 
*"=":nK tpj»i:iBB^8 DpT p,nK ;»s»!:ir:'»K p i c 
;:'7y;tK H *IMK ipnjrc:Kp i p n i m n-.: , ;K= 
.=;yan;K.Brr p i I7=p:is 
"CBMain i?j>T;is{r-8 i j n ( 1 : n w "1 
-rsn»p CKII 7>m ,i?np5 M> lys^Ti 7KT ;K£ 
='r? n:ny; nyj»;pn ^ K , P K ;(js:-cr"2"iK i n 
D"Bnjni^ (2 .SKtr P K npa^ciK njn pyiie 
(3 .77=^C K PM D"E 1KC I r i j n i 27nKi72 7Kt 
p»* ijr^ni i?»K7y;is 7(jt BajwfiMR'Tfjrito i n 
,'K2^Kp ,27; ,2:7rnnK-c?;T'2 ip*i .1J«XW 1~ 
.";'="=iK p7K p.c ynaKgQ'D n ipK ipy ; c^n 
•ysrr n '.s unyti j j n ^ a « ajhi i y u?n P« 
^W?T 2"» •qjriip K itK n>e tjrtpw ,Eiyrcy;r.K 







" ^ »i TK ,syn7pe on^syT i r iysyec K 
" - - K rtfiit cnyitc ,71 7«p$? ^ y t j p D-J(J7"B 
' - ; ' = : IK -$n I K C K ^ C K C K cyo^2 n JQTM \fo 
. I ( ? ' : P i j n E»D c;yo»-!;K ^ lysyt-icy; 
I j n PK ]7"1U';K;"!K *pr C35»c»0 H IS AKBDJpn 
-ya'OiH 2,000 onu c^ny: T H E i y i . I K * : : ' 
, i y c p i ; N t»K i^yc nyi . i jm'OlK PK ip i>i 
iny t epie* ";y»7 ?^an. T n s D:JWMIW >n 
rDnpp"o-eiMpc >n iyTt»:K;7K iv JW^BC 7yc 
«|MK tyMicis 7yc s ic jypip ciy^cyc n pK 
18 "2 v» iy: 'cy; p»7K I P M I B , B " 2 I H O » » M 
ipp"0*BiMpc pc ] y m c y ryn .2iyn;in 
"
n K CKII ^ I B S ' I E» ; ?»K cy »K ,iypMiya T»>IB 
• I K 2 ' ; T»K »rc ipB»2i« H TK ,ijmfiMnpa y;»: 
l»p is i y j : ^ y2 a»a ?MI tiK i»njB-B3^*»KT»aw 
. ;K»;T 
~i7EDpy inyc i ? ; BTJI I MiB"nyo"2"iK n 
•«n y"iy:y7p -nayoff 23ny; ,IKQ i j n m oi»2K 
B»J P K i y i i c nnyi E » 3 1 K n i ;y inyn pj/wn 
y7K E 'C EJiyt IB ' : ! 1 »i . E ^ Z I K 7y^c C M I K 
H tic y;K7 >t iynycy2nyc is jyB' ips ' t j jn 
.iy2»>3'*K-n<o pc y;K7 »*i MI B U MTK , M I B 
"IS 2 iy i l D1jrP"OTaitip0 H pc E"3"1K H 
H ;yE"2"iK cy I K I I ,E*'2"IK-EID IJMK B7»'HE 
P K , iycy: 2:ynnyc ;yc P K ,iy:yo peoinpo 
PK .iy;ny 7y»c T»K y^K? n IKII- ,B»OIK"B1>IPB 
"(H 20 "3 !JfB»31KCM* 1KB K |yp 2'^-]KT'C 
.1^11 K 1K7(<T 7*6 n 2 m c K P K "IK? 
IJTTJTH iy;tccycnyc lya^aiH »*: "11: U'7Kt 
1*»VW ,c^yp"e-2i»ipc inys CKH ;y"rjr ^KPK^ 
H Eyn , 1 ^ ' n nyi P K Tj«3nB3»nK lyajro P K 
U n y . f y i y " rrnyi.-K jjwiW P* p j " " i y^K7 
i y i pc ci:»2»a ;y27K">"2K i*njm ;Ksc:yn 
ISR3 1K11 ,77Kn C'tK^yC PK ]K»SKt';K;iK ijr**3 
":»»K 1K7K1 1"K 2'E |M73 tyC'7!T;K "|M t7p 
.i7prBnB 
! D"iyp"e-2-!Mpc jB'tann iyT is C2iym(jc 
! iy2y? y " : OKT jyn'73 7Kt cy 
.71 ^»p^
 ffDi^na ojnr^ 
•CMpy ii$»r.i H E;»T iriK' "11s yEsy? n 
iy"iy;;n;nyc is njnBya 7yc inyt n EKn ,BT»B 
O IK7"E cy»i"7 n pc yn;y2ns yr'CK^tpy n 
i n P* iyE"2iK nnyc CK11 lpiMOWHJ is pK 
pc cpiKii JJ»M"U oyn " I ' I K j n : yp ip B»3 
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ps tyonyaoMiK s|M lya^n bipi ,jyDDyo 
nnyo ivstjn ,wiy:nyi„ ynyn38 pa ytyn 
PBDjnyv H n) ,yD^yc«nyB n iv on^yaa 
-;yc«Ji8B b i^5 H irai oynyn y ^ n ^ a i a 
•-•yE y^yi j jo yjyD5*njMiji u w y»n«o 
;N D^ipm — !KDK5»«D D«ia"K .iya3i5oKt 
i3v&MH|b lyonia K D3^n ptc njo^nyaif 
" W " 1 l*a ty5aeyM»na T^ K — lyniB^pye 





 ^ ' K
 n : |ynw3D'ia .DanonyB jye 
"18 » * 3 3 K D 3 U 5 < J | y D T» 
W3 Dip MP"-|DDW EOIPV PD "1J Jt «5* * 3 
*ytyn HM D M w v i .BDiawya no "iy:"P 
awipaim DO 33i5oanya nyn *n« bni^ii 
"v: pjjn "aiyaana ^y3"^pw *iyn .pnanya 
">'"-: «> tm \VQ TK PK ,13„ DnycD:y 
iy:inai» n n ^ I^>K 5W I^ OW — ."wpi T^« 
f ^ w a w a w m oijn — "»B^P Dyi 
iKan iyc^o^ Kevnan .I^Q^^KD D«13"K 
-•'« D.-PK. M M TO. : jynyn Dt»5ya v t 
. ".nasri 8 lyana 
^ ^a trannya Dan " 3 J ^ B „ i y tyn 
Vt i » twy^e tiim wtinawx* *vn pc iva 
33U"eny yny^ pa ,5«BW 8 i n n prDnran 
-^ »ya iy»H'a I ' IKD o5ypMw;Dn« ?"t bay5»E 
TK
 fMta v 4 r lyvnsnayay* K D^D HDK^C 
D3y>s isn^oaa nin pe ovy nyi , im nyn 
-8B n PD niyn1 oo .omaiTyaaia iya"^a 
-^K H pa jy3"i3nyT lysy^D KDI: ivutTD 
ynn^^p3^8 yo»^3 -113 /nysyc aa'Djmo i n 
."t PD iy3385p:ft$ 
•wriy 18 PD ^n«it3iriy3U nytD^ny njn 
-yoDs^ B |yiyn p« jyaamyaa^na D»jn 331a 
.1886 PK ,D3 t^y3 PW VI ^«D"18^P \m 
Vt oan (ynipnnD oyanye' 1"8 |*a 
n j n ^ w a nyi pD nyc^aiK
 praia \w*\n 
tDjni nae* IK ,338^P 8 D^ns^iyD ,B'D jyo 
pa D«)1 Pin pa mx iv ."as^ D^o,, 8 pM 
iy?3iK jynya v w D^V nyaya^a iyn pa 
.nyDio p « DDKiays nyn* ytyn Dan ,38^ 
n3K» .iycDi3 c"3 Diynyj DI$T Dan n 
-»D Ena iyoipy3 jy3"t T O \W\ .SKD^DDKS 
1>K 3«n
 r(5^n onoo lynaPTi PK) 33^D 
riyssp-p^KD ny^oynaa i n MI l^vaicva jyiyn PD "iyo,nD3V3^K i y i imwa t^ K oa^ 
D^n PK sy^ iD I'DMK lyasot^ ya VH fiw 
iy3"t ya^yii .ww n D^D Daynpya T * 
-ya fyaan nyn"3tr n ja*D>D DIV lyoipya 
^y TK PK 33>DSD K P»T ^ 181 IP TK ,D'n3yD 
o^n man t>ya nyn r?5an DVT iy3ysy 5«T 
D^n iy3"P„ .H^K |8 DUD K? D3«ty3 ny3« 
ny Dan ~ "DyD3yiy3 DO Wan oyi i*o "3 
D3"T nn^ K |yaan PD onya PK — "lyncya 
-ya iyo T^ K * m TO 3^8n Deny ."lyoipya 
T D ..jrwa 8 iv nys^p-p^D I'D^D jyoip 
DH'K ,5yp*3 iv D3y^y33ycKtiv y?8 Tt tyaan 
nyn Daysyyi T3IK IKD Dan ny PK D5nijvya 
t'K iyDi3^o VW*K PD p)M?-iyD PK .Wipn 
18 .ly^ayo ona DP8Bya mm »an nyi 
D-iaDP8"iD3i$p H .^nav pa 600—600 r i y 
»an PK y t iy3^n y^8 — iyD«aia n PK 
pa 33'D'D "TOP |yoyii inn .Dmayaain 
T O i8D TO t^ K — pmpiaa pahwoMnnw 
-j»» n PK at$n y n .oocnya » nvn ny 
D^V t>y'B nnyT o^ysoya lynna1 yamyo 
•jni i n n pa MI
 fiya*ByaixDMa DIK n*o PK 
rlJnaiiya lysnyaBMaw T^ K aa^ D^ o ww iyo 
D3ypya DO ^ KD ]"P IKD oy 3^n ISK nys$ 
-yso p*p ]ya"T i^3"trinKM .^ByaDMK 
.jyMya DO DB*vnya*a nycnyaa^K yj jp* 
njn pa DHD jyaatDMnw onoya D^n nya"a 
r W 8 V^ D^ 8M Dy TK ,K13D 8 V^H D^M 
pK
 f33^ D'D 8 *pia iycipaycKnx Tip tyo TK jyaioya Kiao ytyn D^H yD8D nyn jy^Miv 
•aw ,ayM oya^ a-DD I'DMK PK
 r338^paa 18 
iyM'DP3'DD3<K 18 i nn jyanoya ,D0imiya 
-ya oyi lyoipya iyo t*a ,5n»fiaa lya^nyaw 
pK anayetpBMaw .Wan D « nac jyoaKa 
MI ornKMya DO Taw pD nya^p oan Wan 
It lypujr* BljffllW tFVfy TjPi 
-
0XPV 1* HT^ SWTTK S O T *1 
WW CtjntWa^K JIB 
* 
•J;BD R lyaaRtnys r* .fynycv »m* D'D iya 
-n fan* oy3"p "i$3 T^K omMipB ?y5yv 
-ptf "yan'ntyn,, yarn* jWMMWitt ta%a 0*3 
-«3n« ytP'VK H "3 iy:"i iya3V>y-;$E-DiD 
-yu /ixn pc nyoyEtr o^y R iy:8DC*D:y nyta 
w r * i i p » 8< j p uny-i ins yaMni pa 
n w n gnwa PR DIP D* -- T P 8 p« 
.iW"an» lytrn^K jyano^esn Djn JIB 
-3$ nnna lyoDjn: ijn pn ty3$ Bftpi oy 
•na osy^ B nn»nm|9v im TR ,iyenyare 
n«c m>a i v n PK lyc^sr mv wwi 
njn m m T ^ PR VP *I •&"W*n%afH$ya 
-ao*j*»l "iyn ,iyo"2"iN ojy^c ;yo IKII ,ERtr 
"vnfiB nxn |IM ?yoy oay^ E iyo tint ,nn jnynas y^ R IKE lyayn ?pw D3y^ s nys 
•Wftl My3^cyv,py2„ ytyn ^MR .iy2R:E",R 
.yoDawct? n p« lytaayi jyc oay^ B iya:i; 
yrsyns n pfnut »m*itts MDwawaw 
Tjn J3nyp?yBya w n « R nyn pfi m»"o 
-*JPV i"? iyoMK oay^ D nawf'D-^ yn W I * R 
yooyna n jnyDtfiOTiM ?ys^n ona nyc»e$3 
DC$2 yjrn"R H .jy33i3H"^y2 yanao^a 
ftrv R D^R jya^ p^DMK urrR oyi (ajtffi 
,ny3^ iDir jyfiiK^ .m:s^ yaipa yiy^t IREJ 
ran p3c imifte nno PR 5ynya nyn tvsis 
ny jo*?anjmya m m iva^ T Dtp - jyr« R 
,mpm jbtta .C"v w t f g e y i p« iMaa'tr 
fmano n ixr^ ya m*t DIP O« — mama 
D'IIB tnu t'EMK |y?»ey3DMK iya"T ya?yn 
•eny cyn pit $3BP*r PR iyB«ain IMWM 
lycDyo^iB .Jjnnif' ny-80 n pa DDSyn iyo 
•y3«!> iyn PH mmoRu^i i i nwsTim P« 
-M^D:« .owwiya 0-3 iyo oifn pcnyn — 
-:» y>« pw lyaina^a yr^on H PB anjys 
n3fc>*iyn«v JMiotfa PR Braats^ vvwB V">y" 
PR oampi iyr: TR ,iynyncn' jimya iyo T^ R 
wwoauyn lyoip [yovna^a urn ,i:& t? jyc JWna netr R Kmw t'R iyo PR II^E D^; 
PR mna n nys'R [Jhyrnfn jyo^s-sR D«^E 
.|V3"V.tM 
oMyn mow n pa iw^anK'n ,%3 
•ys yp-iRDe* R bPnmn IRT o^n ^:«p*c PR 
.:«t3"DD"2nK iy3H31Dtr~8 IR IRE 3:i:yii 
D'o o^Eiya'R ivwra iyrn lyasio^x y^ R 
H'.Dayn D»O om5»a 0*11 .MWtjya mh 
lyn pc ytsa t^rya iyn PR ?yt3yf*3 yobsnyc 
-*^R PR .33i3yW3-"»ye"2iR "iy:RpnycR . 
-y3 D*3 prwh nysw |yb Dtjn Swntjw \w 
t/toti 0^ 3 ttfts bijn m:io«v p»p .ooiwi 
B"^ 33y PR TyiW3 D*3 |W«I WP'TR ,|flti 
*:VI*ORB *T -lya^ R .iy3RDLMnyE 0*3 jyo o«?n 
PR 33i3ynya i^i i ' -pno yw* *-
.1886 nn^ -» PR fy33RDy33$ 1M o^n »;N—:• 
1$3 ixmy: im T'R yoso M T N *~ 
tD&rni$pjj PE iy3RDcy2 T^ R n ."pn;„ - r jy3»$n y^y^ rtW3Rnro,R y3ycipyry:-x 
."ny^ye D»»: t^BEycyn |yoo"Q CN --• 
-yp^ycyn W T K "iyn pfi earape 7'•-••.:. 
,iy>nyB-D3n PE jyjRDrya jy;^: ;;-
nR .« .T .R ,ny -^ryB-iyt"R /ijfrwer-E j»nm 3,DycD 3^D y^myE iyiiy; iym -;••_-: 
PE lyawrya |yoo"o DR jyrn yty- :*K 
m*»i "lysyK* w*:& w n a p^p .iy^':i" 
-ya iy:"T lysytr yDD"rD n .{jmya tr; -N-
.p^R rnan$D *ftra H PE prm n r» ;r-
BRt? nyn TR ^yEtjioya ot$n oy uw lyc-yt 
n VH "mn„ n PR "UJDD PR m m " * 
PR nyo^ziR PR iycny:nyt3:iR p*p .-;: 
iyn .ijmM tDH3 IRT iija iy^ T^ pn iyr^;— 
D'PE E'D njn lyv.ys PR B'D •lytDCD,**:-v^  
; naitfB-fra jyan?yDiyotrp^p jycc-
,P^R ^1 IRE iyD"2"lR D'3 D3yf»E ny "V:$ 
tyrn yaSyii fjywitp'iawj yo*na "RE •*; 
ycD^H p& PR |yro" i y'n^R PE mvtscy: 
•yn oimDWOMH o:y^E O^^IR n ,o^^8' 
n ,"»yo^ E "iyn ^ ' D ^ B nyvjRj nxn ^ni ; r 
tyD n^nR lyay^ E y^ R — nyna^ p H PR -w-t 
oybo'iraa'Wio Twanttia "iy* .BRL" CK 
PE yBiDtJ* nytaoayn nyi PR ly^ya IR" "R 
-DD"3"IR yoxamaya VP jn^PMieay "" 
iv iy:3RE:^  o:y^E ;y^ jyr.ya D'3 TR C"X 
oay^ E pr n njrn^ K w* pra^N n w " : ^ 
.DDR3 tyn I^ R taysts' jyanay PR |ny:E"K 
lysijn D"2-IR IRE oypnfi v&vww ;"" 
-ya ivatfn iyo:Rpn2RE n .Di^ oonpy a*: 
-ya ly i^jn «? 5y»B*ll t3"2iR n IRE D S " ^ 
lynnE oaKPnaufi j'pni i ' i ffaan .t:K«" 
PR m m D'3 T'R D"21R H jycny; :••: 
oay^ E D"2"IR n lynyaa^ D^2 jritfc '>" 
-y2 iyo ^*D*II pmhi nninm oeny ;v-
tyv.ya ?*R D3Rpn2RE PE |yj*n nm .ecr 
•Ml -lyt^iB H PE iijDR i^ayn "lya^vr'R ~r 
iyp
 ft3^2iR n -IRE iyoipy2 osy^E fyc ~vz 
V>K ni cyi ^ a TR tiwwi jyj«nbTR -i": 
-^2iR |yayf*E y^o«B njn PE iy-y-:-": 
PR 3«D ,TW !^ ?ntj pR i w » I"* iw 
*IMK ?y2^ n DJIP mo >a «WD TV^  »ay5E ,C:R: 
,iypnyeya " r a n i*a »nm [yo jiavn mir-
-V) !RT PR "iani'J iijf TiRn:yoD„ ny-; -s 
•"n H PE "lyayn D'3
 ri)fa'njh?a R nnyr •;••' 
R .msR^o-^ya yaH^ytnyBtrp^P i'1""-
-yai:y2 IM jyay^ E pitmRB 6-5 PE JT'S^RE 
•- roe PK Dipi ? lyaaiD^ v n p« osi$ gntf 
DPP*rwalo H PK |in*M*a B V W J W W 
•;P?«K n pK 43tf"n»a*rDHr«Min yw p« 
-yar v » PW* t w c WSw iyoKaass into 
a r t e w a i t yiy"T no TTOWno Dftm 
*UP H PK iftyWJfe v i pa i m n m w t n 
iy»t D*il oyp'yiav n pH
 r * w o 4 v i yosn 
ypr5 W t ?*W»tt p« naa3„ PK $D$O 
.lP3>nWa iv D^ 'D ICS ^ip iy:"t D'Pyo 
-<PBB« iv nsvin H jya$n D'ima yum p« 
po-rowm H panhMa W w * w n jyi 
! D"P3^vyTya:iK p« lyc^ais 
.DTjnanjujn 
y3fwi iyi?;yo ,iyt?ayo ytr«K"on8Baw 
•>pa pn DTDynyorjoys opyvn D'a YM"T 
s jyattfi .lytost >8»*B8P n« lyase D*S 
yovraajn^ H jyayu S W D nyias raw 
--i$ H T« muM'sora B&TB «t .ny^a-iK 
- - ^ y i yroan n jy^n nyo«ai8 rovpra 
•is yfcp**tKi n PK D:^^V H ?K PK onyo 
rmmw ya -^yti yrv:"K H iw«t nyt^a 
nipiyfi pw g ^ v t i * riPDD'fcMMftp lyaya 
jys&oyp y-iyias pip pK p^s «? .&»fuya 
y^s D*D I M ly^ytatr PK cpwoamyj va 
ya^vyryaaw PK ya^vyrya n iyaw mma 
.D"V WD3'^n pa »nwv i 
.T3".« Biynjja Maipix *i 
am iv onyesifa oatfT ,*DpnBO .nb ,pa„ 
-$; in-K ta$nw ,iyaaya pn ,i»MriB*|ip3V 
,TO8> "yr:iK p« D'Ktsn jyau vt jn$n s 
iwnx *tfya yo^na KTK Dgn "WK \vn 
,
,%t iv l*i nenya lynna ? bnari y*iy^« 
_ I IK ny«n pa notr n pyns o r m nynns 
n*n H 3$ o»j y i ooy PK ,yD»f>p y:y: 
VWK> nn>« ."nyo^anK m n ^ H I V Vl ivairn 
iw |yoT»«5 PK l y n c PK ,oy3 PK p'T T? 
N oii$£ |pj>ij - | i 0 .jyj-i^a pa D'KDn jyan 
OT»n» DB31PW H pK — D3KD pivopihi 
t g ".T31K 1KD 
iH« 1P1K3TJ» B^i 7 ? laTK1? 
B ^ -WH 2^« ^EJwaTU ^n»»p 
- 5 N ^ p
 r « 3PPD 8 ]jnPTi B»J 
. .. 
ya^nnyjiK JK I » B D$II
 fo*na"^ya yo»5»p 
yDyns n DJjn D T ^ ^I$I . jw"! ,%T man 
8 mm eftfti oy MI MTK '"myD aria 
•"K jyjyajno^w iy"i*ans TO«J? . D ' W J ^ P 
: LTKDH yny^i pa vy: 
p« > $ D W P nyi pe jy^iiMW n p« 
PK Dii#t:PK"iD:{jp 4 jyo o$n aiuonyn 
.D^azycya iv D^^nomKnye yoo«ya_B8«otr 
nsn ^a DEKaya O%,CE \yo ot#n man yryn 
" t pa D$n ^ Kiyiycn "^ltjtDK *yT .^;»n 
nttf , " I K ^ I YV^^Q 5 oa .^ya inn oan^oya 
.lystjicya niaaa n lya^n Sy^ e 
iya^n |y^i:KPD oayo nuDD'E n p« 
Danpya-iya^K lyvpisa PK D^cpsHb^P 
•D"!?D^ iyn lie D-tyacyo €0 "IK3K3 ta'c 
•iyD ly^iiya T*K "ujop^tD^p 8 >DJ I *P 
on^ N Dtjn Dtjr, i^ ya jyonya ISD D^"noni« 
pa oayinynB "lya^tps |» .ooipya o*: "it^ a 
Ijni^iya vx DVW&WQIWV H po ny:^K 
.naaa IKD D^^nDinKiys 
ps teiawpD'DBjna Dn^nycnaup i j n 
•y^K pic LMna r:sa ^ 3 T^ K lyinft^mvD 
6 ps iy^i:KPD oay^irrK n .p"ot o:yc 
pa ;y3MK H lyonyae^K iya^n pnw inrj' 
•138 D^n Dt i^i iy^D iy"i .o5im imrjiu i y i 
^D'Eyp ^383^ cyr pK lya^nayao^K &v? 
VP$v TK ,t3P8E nyn jt# o ; ^ny i lyoyf'K Qtp\ 
4 lyoo^p Dininn cai^ n wiv: yanijn n 
25 DDtfpya ypsta otjn p« ,"1^-1 itj^'o 
nn^' 25 ny:^a ybyE opy^yaa^ awrn nyn 
-DQy-ia n lyry^vnya'K tn>a . I :K:K3^J 
.aasriyTaitat;' iy:i;y; D$WI lyaawn^icya 
"Htyya otjn -lyo^atK nyo>« IK ' i i jy^yn iv 
pa oaKtDya Yjrwa PK y^yoo n r» iya 
J(j lycyiDC PE^oya Dno Dts^ oya ^y^sKE 
-iyn:^n H tynyn iv PK ,f>ipi yDl^n DifOB' 
DIJH ;yo ya^yn IKE m ' W f t B y"iyi:K iyts 
Dyn jyaKo w aiayj PK
 tD5n*vya "ly^no 
.Ty^s^v.viyE "yan^a iwoanB'W 
iyayv. DnyJaiDt? H na^D PK D ^ I D3"n 
y^^ D MT« D"V yovyf1 H lya^n vo ya^yu 
,D3nwn >n"3 H r.30 VK Dipi ?D"iynya 
«pyu jn nyn iyo^3ya:«$ p^K jy3i#n ya^i i 
n t f ip "aypita onyn:in **1« |IK I ^ ^ O K 
p«
 f^t iyaya yattfp n lyayaa^K % jyo TK 
. 
nypTO"* MpDiw on** nyi 
•w„ mm ov PK nyony yanya^ K H PK 
"DDP^D, ?yo nt8 m Dame mm ."DDP'C 
Dip wo D5»n D:yon» : Dili "up ? &?"?D 
nyc DV pa "cppnipD n>ifpw PK Mtf nw 
8 i"i» iyo DIHD D:ytD*mv .DB8n H DTS 
HD v$tP oyn oy a': Dyn ,WDB> iye»oya 
-D$P y33»D o$n nyoim n tf*DK .D*wnD 
w»n D^ K lytrts^ D PK [ycnpnyfi Dram 
pit w Da^xyaoms T* Dtp ,nyD8irS«w 
pc lyanvya D*n fyo D*n ,1*0811 W»D:"K 
oB o^ya PK T^D n T8 .ly-inyvDntfDt? H 
•y^« PK pfctnyoKD JHITUK p« nyowrn D^ D 
DD"ii jyo ,nnyo TO .oaspya 338> pw iyo 
ima*p yoi«v D$I IKD wtfwirwMn n ?8 
PK ,ivrta 11 tymnet? myDf»y v&~\$ pu 
nxn PK ,iyay* l y n PB imr lyotny cy-i 
yoe^ycya *PIK "i mflornpi iyo D*II "IKD 
.yony^nyji D5B tys yan^eya 
TO WTtySFW D$n pnoyo "ty3$c»D$p 
DIHD PTO w PK T8 ,uwmy&aiK H3H 8 
ya*5w 5y*B nnyt ntmyoy PK pn« iyo 
-yu y*8p T3 nit ^ 8^#T oy na ,iyfi$DB> 
yo'nae'ya lyoso y*38a ewnpnPB iyo TS ,iyi 
lyDDycya «i PK T8 j i n D D58 B>"5B-3$KP 
DToonpy c^Bnyarrn w ptfyocya^m 
-^ D3y» pK /usoen* i m w ^ o a w wyi 8 
•o tp^n TO 8 T« iV33»njn iyo PK j w m 
yaas* 8 |yai»n K*B>yi*^ B PK D-I$DD iyoy 
-ya D?B B»B jmanwiw 6fi*ipnw e"x 
jmwani 
• • 
a^ryo yr*a D'-i^ aps-ma^p 
5w*r«3 H PB "D"5 yomaw *i |jm 
Bfrn DiyncopyBiaso 11$ ISB^K'D^DS 
lyjjm |$ta tya'D3n*BD*D$a ,iyonD 8 ona 
nt.yonnuwi* n PD D^ Kon ytDasayayt n 
D8u lyayonyn rata "t iyo vun ,"iyo"3 
5^>ya PDK^P yva8a H mora yamy^a nsa 
.jya^t D^ na 
h lyo^n Dip tyo *n»T ,56^D5 ,9Wni 
en^Di? i"i8D tyo"an8 vrtim m»opmbai|p 
iyop8iD3^p yny^r jyajna o^ a |y5*t.«t T8 
-oo"ai8 n lyiyaay^npo IIK oayur H O*D 
lip ? DWITMI H fjnvay^ pnyD PK ixnaioc 
ya>tm n jyaya w"\\n PVB yvasa lyaijn 
.Dyosa nypyn 1 JID ntann ^ ' 
[yancpa n^ o jyayn "iyoia jytDxy^  p« 
D^ m nnv H PK iyt)"ai8 nypya n ;v:;-
H oan .oyoya pny^t pa DMK lynyDt' •• 
•onK o^ a i^a «» iyayn n i f a w m yesy-
"i38nya ya'^ayoaiK iyaya lyp^noc o-i-v; 
n nyoaiK lyo^ans "I nasnnyn PK .;;-
-ya TO Ml tyaw
 riya3i33nya yDwny*—j 
*5tn D'na ^ya yiy«? m irarrara ivaawvy 
"i .ysytya n fyaya lyayia-.yD p»« PK vr 
ynyoyia ,Dma Daya85» "Siy^iw lynnp'yc 
jyxia «» .PHB va^yt n i8Q ,y"iy:yrp -s 
«? ,Dayaip H pK ny"K v^z jimwrvz 
Dpyaya PK a»o n lypyinys « iy^nys-v: 
-ooyp-"BB' p»p D^a iy?yD^ "t jya^e *«E 
D^a yxtf'tMjm yiyias p*p ivayn >n -r 
inn
 (piprji^ p& ly^no v:yz}$ n ny; *•• 
"iyn iyt*5aa*nB p»K p« &$n oy vtfv?. 
-n"1D n P38T 8 .D83 PD flDB* pK 2"L*L" 
yvytya lyiynya Dnn e^yaann jya^i D;^-:-
Jy;ptfiDe> .ynsD a^soaiK ytyn lyD a^nyc rs-
-ya oyoyanypya H jyayn ^yn .fyaaiar-y: 
Diyp DnsiD pK imayil iv vi nsvin H D!<r 
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n ?iyD^ DK» yE'^ oya ya^oau yajny^trys 
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"iyvy^ B 5 PK m^a .D^yeya T^K DB^P"VS 
.5yp^on8 nyosy ixn jy^ya C"^D DIP P* 
npp-njn DJJ?DI8: on^i njn 8 
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ij?3WDifp i j n |W ,pnw B"V K DMD 
cur. -.yBCKys i j n ) b r a w e n« » » m v>* 
D#n ( D I P PK p a n w iwyn tya$r w B*n 
pe n a m P** W w i n W ^ ** BSKoya 
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p a p D5"PD w n PE yssss .(BJIB 2240) 
[$3«* Din " 3 B31E K IV3"V IP3MHPM* 
«? «mn W rfc oy pro oo^n Dip .ipyr 
jyrn 3$B p»< PK -lyay^ya DO t»MW p«p 
y3*M 62 m nyaoim bo BVBDy-iK pnvraa 
-.yc p« B3H51W3 D$n jya yaftm D*PHX 
j p i w f c f i ?yBMp 
,p»p TO pn papta&jrtiwi "ununyp 
nyaijpnw lys^vt i j n wp i xnyi « p« 
ftnmn "iyr/pn3 n I $ B fya^nya B$n 
: W i n oynjya^B i y B$n , |$or n ip "? 
T»K »B«D pn*» 10 m i j n j f r ^ x n w ^7*tw 
•sjfa i i »iMK ;7ny=tr yrSjni ?E"? H j £ n n y i 
JKSMH w r t w p p* E"» UJtrpjry P* pai(jc 
IpmnBMH E:JTP?3 BO p»*« tyo^n »yoew« 
-crrp; jny»»t p* atsirqneaiR ie p i y::*"iB n 
-%«i yr??r onnic y c r u yc^ujjri^T y::(to .jys 
H l?;p; i j * " c H :y:ycy is yEtmy n ]?3 
epriy: unf ty j nNStn , * v » " » W M O O H * 
Bivye y'oiioc jnjf"t etyii IJ?O jyii .jna** o»o 
;?=*.» c;(jc"-njEn<cp pit DM<TB H .Epjny-BMK 
PK PVIJU H p i tyr(joiscM"nj i n ansyotf 
ijni /rtjtf B»B yBoeysTrnjEB* H 1J»»« U»op 
p« W i ijrcew; njn ,T^vns:» iye nnyo T»K 
,»«I irr? Jrtpa eenp: B««pa«tw p i D:ye?c « 
op lyppcv D^ n ,oo iy yiynytyji;^ y c n j : n 
maw H ?yeD«rc H lyn'T'^ieop P« i*38= 
HW»i? pcup-Dj::nyuyi njn pn IJA*M»IW i«t 
c r =^ 0 T^iiye p i ,D' p i tynjnts » MI 
? "H n j j | »pn^ y;i^p pK DIjrtiyB t i t C"? 
Tfs H e»e D(n MHfcSy* iyc |jni ,c"p;':"^p 
^^VS"'?? ?DM"; n p i e»'po^Meiye y o " ^ i 
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J '" rt IMK p K . ^ i i ^ n n ;yn^ipr:nK ]y:yp 
I T - r T i n o»3 ,W31* Dfntifp nyc^a ^ " c n 
i y Dljn m m i « D'DDIf-U3 Dyi D^« -IVP 
.BD8B»nDW pM JJf3«V pK ""lByJ pM DtlDW 
HfrWMW H opynyaDMK \vo Difn MT» 
jyjMvva i n rjraiftn »5 jm DD^-ID oyn po 
oijn oy y3^yi^ pa fWnjMW n , i m n ^ nos 
.K .n ,IPT i jP i i r t»na nyn I ^ B K M i m u n 
n ^•ooipo oy i pc BIJP i yn ,ny"ojm»n 
: PDB « tyayayaoM-is »n jyaya »t#n m m 
"M3¥ Dtioya D»n DDIJ-ID nyi pN — jr&w 
D J ^ V W D M I B u«5 yoMna yj"? pc yojso T * 
- " t BDijnD-iypiv pe lyo^ja^D n ny3^ 
JjniMW lya^no »5 jh i ,ya*vj^K H D O IVJ 
H iy3$n n>nta n p o y u n p« j noya PK 
' i V 3 ^ s yntjo {< oixvv* i n tny^^D^n 
mmo C3-J«;D jyny1 pc ,3^11 nyn ps jy^y'n;: 
t? is D3IJT vyrya otn .IWOMPW «t DIPI 
.ID;ID 174 iy3yn m m "DI?D"D(JB„ f»yDys 
140 Ml inyo 0s : nyrtj o;yii ^yoyc iy*n 
nayn H tyjy'333 %rwRr$*a oy i PK .B : ID 
,1^o inyo i yn^ ,w?ea i ^ i i n 8 3tp« iy5 
XD^oy PK iy:*M iyjsp H D«pi cyn 3V^iv 
bDy^ya-t^K oyn p« .DW"jpyaa"K wo-\v 
B*D D"iyivm n B D ^ D ' T ^ K nyn B3-i^tny2 
B3iD 22 nij jyayn DVH i y ^ ^ s i i yrf'ytK 
n PK .D31E 30 s»MK D3^V lyP ' l l iyT PK 
18 "1KB •tfsa BBMpiys Biyn n«iD n j r^ ien 
B O D5»K jy-iwnya jytMiys T^K Dtpi ,BKIKP 
-3KD ^c*3ijn .B81KP 6% ^Vi^ 5 Mi inya 
Dipn D?"PD ya^ytK Kioopy ?yDKo \w\ 
yc'n33a PK Diyoijis y^nyS^MW |ysf>yn 
amsiiayoy PK «>"5e iv&MPun w o-jy^Bis 
.a»« ps iy:y'3:j '3ij itt pit 
-D^KB'-BKP n !^ B fftWYM |1K ni333 H 
yoKD yo'na H PK ,B%: i i y t r w mw \VQ 
eiMK B O ny-v p*p Byw ?y3^n nyt)^3n« 
jKprwa PK D^maMwya tyiyn " i Sy^bMi 
tyBD^KB^BKP yoMia H DB^yn yoyns n 
•vJUfi H jyayr. " ^ B3*nc n DIJM B'Diyn 
ya**5p H PK ,D"iy^yB-BiKPK'ifi n PB IPB^P 
PK B>3 typ'biyinw vtfw £hw*p~\*m 
PK Ba^rcnyE •! n:yinyn ,!y33iD"V ynyn 
nypwi eujarwa D ^ , njn 
WWWD DTS pfiDttWMP. BftBff DIJJSQS; 
WD3M1 8 inyt lymnuB'w yj 'nwi iys 
Ttow mvn "i .'JRBDVP iin 18B D"318 
Dt^ ni oipn nyjy^n^DB' 8 opmyi PISDB* 
bfh iyi .1:811 pn DDPW33«R [MM PR 
oyi pa D3"inin py jyiyi38 ojn ana o^n 
D$II ?8o oyiy PR ,5iJWipi "iyi no aaRoc 
»8n /iypi* pyt «m lywRttVinya'R tat^ n iyo 
DIP) oaymyB bfn Din *IMR pm i n 
on» '38Botp "iyi IRD (oy'333'y3 DD"n 
.nypw O:ID w w w 
.nntp SMWI IJD^N |tf ta^ «n tyurn* 
n lie lyn^nya lyrymys PR URisva 
nnij* oyiyvo^n n ?« nya*a oy^ssoip 
TD taJyocya Dtp *i MI nypiv inyo DB'ipyj 
n o5yn3M«nyo DWITT D P^I (IM Jrnpaif 
.i8^n iinaypio wriruin *PW imwrn 
-ytrtD H ps ya^oy pR nyxow ipbnwa 8 
jyj"? opmyj wpn on jyaijn DIJII Diyp 
PR D:"R *PIR N n PR tSpRBiyB |yn$uya 
•pyo nyi rtvovv* Dip jyo PR ,*rtp "iiv 
-few ojn PR DDtpwnypw on PB nyDyn 
.esnya iv pnaRfi :II3DD8^MI *i pa iynyr 
V383 t3t$n jya D$II PR yDoanyt? Dtp 
cyi PD lyase Win h 18 D^ yDt?y3 nn^p 
lyryn PB ooiRiiya jyaip DD$ID nypiv 
b p i w pnipw iw«i tyotpi n 5rnnnr 
ny"t b'ti p« 3W*pvm nyJie u » i D^D 
•y: *'nya ly^^n nmrimDyiD n .5nycy3 
lyiyB** n : pnyB'v «jiy"iw n pc DOIKH 
-ofcjp n nypiv ftrow pmPWi |ya*n D$II 
&ip..n 5JP6M1 18B PK OBMpy: Dtp P'JRB 
pnam ow Anipia* D^ ntjxya imirum irr 
a^y-tayDa^ RiyBiD-pRi DVI jyo Dtp w w a 
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 ro"iDy3 / O T D W iyiv5» 
•yaoMR oy^8 PK BW3 mw anjyDtr^c 
o^8 o-mjp pn jyoipya ?*R ny |yii .oa t^ 
T^i'083 ]yo Dip «nr3in n n8B nny 
i8B n5^nna5 T^ R oy Wi ,|ynyn iv taB^ nya 
.T>OI*IWJ8IVD ?yiw |y5nanw y?yn 
ix IFHPWI y^8 iy3"t WMDtny MI nya^ 
nn PR tyowaji* PR iy IM orp ,ijnyn 
pw ?y3"t ,pmv inv1 a»D«Ti o^ o maviDifp 
"t Dvn ny .pop^ Byaa^ R uniya flftMpn n 
PR (OHV^j^ttns pa DiyoysyaoMR mSa 
- m nypnibv iy5v? "t T8
 rv«pi Dan^ tya 
D3ym83 oyn"5„ nyou lyovy^ |*R 
onyBD^ a *n oa^vya n^ o iy3i#n "nyp-^ « 
,iyt3D 8^D^B8P »i pfi yo»5a pn PR EERS 
WH iy3y^  PR D'pnv 18B TT lyaso ya?yr 
•»»aiR yoTP3Rnv H *IMR D'Rtsn ^nr** 
y3*Jnjn*ir yau«R lypuya m y i vs ,iw 
yny^r iy3y3 jynysya »n D^II Djysnmye 
P#13«nV y^ 8D«^ (JP n PR nytD>m» yjya^ w 
TO n:8^ lya^ R iy«i iy3ya ivaso <V r«-
•ifP n po rwern n iysytDni#a DV^ R fy^ yv 
i83isr fsp^yoB H Pfi ly^M^tr y^trir 
-iyE pR pfrliMW H PR *J8B0$P J3'3"Ey 
.lyoD^RO'ssp yiyn;8 pfi oayayi: 
J .DDynn-nj?;:^ pe xsfrwm n" 
PR DDijiD-nypiv ijn o*n t3:8py3 m 
|ya»j"i n«B pnaw 8
 rp?pna ^niaoor?"/ 
PR yooyna n TSR yaJyn ,iypis unyo^ PK 
iy3y$> ,DP8T yoMna y"i;v8 IIMM xfiyw iy" 
8 Mi nnyo tfmnmv T*W* pnyii ,v^ 
o38n3ya »ny« D^I nypiv nymn or.s i»*r: 
njn ttiyii r5*8 pa nynne -iypy D?W. yte ns 
•yam pa nnatirn n "iyo3iR pnMiniva iy?iv 
nyi Sy'BMi iyoMi is na ,yD08y3~Daa*" 
•a»n yanyn inyvysyr .DDyitsys Snijv;^  
*i P« /pyi^ jytyn I*JD jyTDonpy yftpt? 
Dipi iy33RDK* yoMia HMR oa^vya tnjni ai^ v. 
T«II v:"$v PR |y^tnipi H PB v [yn'v 
-MRiiya tvnsm nypiv pyr n ,pn» DJ?P 
"i ni MTB yDDsys'Dajnyayn H pfi \vz 
"08?B 31J11 1JH q»1R B3813y3BM*l8 !VV" 
ypp>n nyn PR 5yp3Mi 8 PR PR ;w$z 
-lys PR '38BO^P iyi ps iytD"3i8 18 mrt 
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ny^y^yBD 8 iy38 -I^ ntD ix D$n BRW 
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* ygpvgn wye* 
-TPJVTB n ooipp3 ipaifn DD'EP:P3 W W J 
.primp »n 
n tam Bpm enwn PK w r w i * 
oppr PDVP5 n TKB t« -IPDPBB PT3P3*$E 
IPPJ»np n tP3$n ,1910 ?*a 1905 PB , W 
8 IPO^ D PT3P3**B n IPDIPOM D^BPJP3' 
: lyaopo pron T B THI*' 
52.60 1905 pw 
2.56 '. 1906 pK 
2.50 1907 m 
3.00 1908 PM 
2.91 1909 p* 
3.47 1910 pK 
IK ,IP;P3PT TO IP:PP TWF DPPT n pn 
ipi j jn w a i n p* Do'fiwpa iyp38Tp n 
.T8 TPT PK $2.85 DD*PP3 v t e w s t a JP2 
D338B pK ,D,EP3P3 P'D IPDMT3 8 D$n$V 33*1 
P338D *u TP3*3 ip$n*v IV D W J M DPT |vs 
-P3P3 w n Dip tjip pK fD3jm» )njn38 
! imp 8 $2.85 iv m Tnpo DD$PP3 D*3 D>C 
-pjPa'IPDMD PD8*P POl pB JPDDIfP H 
IPsipysoMK PK -imp DPPT yovy* n pM D^E 
.Ti&T 1 — 1910 pK ,O:PD 80 — 1895 pn 
-p:pa TPT Dip Tnip DPPT n pE pptinra p* 
.THPD D3yo 20 D'O IPDDIJP jpoi3P3 D'B 
-^KV.TPE pE P3KTB n D338^P33$ D*M 
33HPDPT3TPB TPT D*D T8 , T D IPHPT ,33iD 
•o*:coTn n PK DEKEnpry^D^D Tin |1B 
^»iP3PE*n) 3310?8V,1PE pB jyDDIp P 3 ^ 
PE prtfltin D P^3P5P"1PE (331D^nPfi D'DI* 
nyr .1910 PK D:PD 75 *HK 1905 PK $1.20 
fyrwD (58Tp;yrn) H j » « t npa^ T8E 
"MV •JMK D:PD 30 PE IPDP811P3 DPDpyD 
! Ttfip 
TPO«3T8 PB !PeD$p-D3:iofwnpE H 
,-p^Br"3 mv .o>"now PJT$D 1P3"T 33n 
*83DMK-*D331D?8MTPDir *PBPP 8 Dip T?VK 
TO DIP Dfn) " p t w r n i p , ,03PD 75 p>a 
39 (gmftmm vrona P3'35»PT n TU T W 
nnym PK DIP MPI
 i*«»nB» TPT .D3PD 
20 (PDE3'PDMK IPP'tTDMK) MlD^WnPB 
76'p'P c : T*3 Dip PK jyesnv Dlfti ,D;PD 
$1.34 ,onni DT$BPT TPT MI PPKD TO ,D3PD 
.Tnip J'-IKE 
D'EPZPS-IPPiBlp pB IPtDDIJP H D*l5 
n Bnn»*ppn ,ipnn«* jnynne n pn 
TK 3r"i i»«ann pfi IVDIPPTPP ^KipjprTi 
39 DPD;PBDPP pjrjjnuyp 
75 331B5mnPB D'EIJ .B'TI 
3 WJilMD PK iipc«pinp 
$818 i n ^ J'TB 5KD$D 
-5»^B n jyDDijp DP Diw inyT n»o^ ovxr» 
nyaoyn njn ya^pii n^ B w m a jnsn 
— vrwfi pK I^K ^D3p:«K f t oa^nr 
I"K Tt t33^nt? "iy35pn ,iP3DyD nyi *^EK 
-3-iy DPI PK ,1910 PK .*an nyo^aiK,, PK 
-n«Bip D'33n npD»3nB DPT pa nnif lyoo 
IPB "^lt3y3 DtTBP3P3 J»n)^T3 H lyitjn ,3in 
>Btftffi Ml 
$3.47 : D^BPJPn ippisnp 
1.00 — ( D ^ P yol) D^Byjya lyc^ic 
20 jyDDjp 5rip:vE 
20 trDy:p3 iiftPBc^D:«p 
75 (D'BIJ . e n ) anD^mnpfi 
$5.64 pE fcDtft) « 
'P3P3 pipnjK W 5»« IPD Jim
 P r ^ 0 V 3 
-PBPB'DIV CP3*OPnB nPT3K "W3.PK .DD'B 
inyn fPDDtp D^I TID IKT
 #jjm^ m \v: 
.nf*y3 
^lj; P0im D3PTMJ n PK DPD3PBDPP H 
pip mj: T'K DP PK ,propini PK ivcpy^ 
- I* nB^PM y33V jnPT31K TK ,0*3 >PB"11V 
"oyo jny"T iy:y3pn IPTID ^^3 ip^yii D3jn 
#D83^c K IKSIP HIW m iw^jni D*: onpa 
PD3I^TP31V P3SDVP^  H JV3P3 JP3PP '.V "T D1K 
i p c n ^ n PK "jrijm IPD^P nyn„ .DO,BP3P3 
.fipav nJan n3P3i^ K PK MI I B M H*B ecip 
W»l»' 1P1 pK DIJ11 l"5K DPT 3P»5lV PIS? 
"3 1PD"318 D«ll IPB'JPD fflp P^8 IV IVC^P 
rrtii* K PK "usnnim
 r v n o iwo^Dvya -y~ 
npo^p p w t'K IPD IPM ,pm Tt IV2 D3"ir 
D"np3«"ip K D3P^ ^^3 iv"ixn ."iPDyTy3M PK 
-P3 PK IPD^KH "T DIP) r03PTllJ y^ y^ E PK 
IP3K3BMK P"3 PK P"3 IP3PBPCD1V 3njj»7 
-B»n^pB"MV pE IP3"T KAm ^DD'Ey^y: n* 
-"•n DVII DD^EPiPs
 fip3DPo |*i*a iPvi; ;yo 
f j m » DPT jPT"DTPMTK 1V DJTMjnW Tt^ : \V: 
MD ycs^n TP3DPO opn jpooip pa?pv *y:8 
,i5pa IPO 
•V3 n TK JHPTP3 JP3MK 1 0 8 !P3«n TB 
r j n r TPD»3T8 P35PM T^ D .DD^Eyzy^  JfM 
PK iy3*n
 lD3PTTl$ PTP"T pK P'K T* I?2 
-TPE DPT $5.64 ODijppa 33n Tya"2->^ art 
h 5y*Mi |nyr nnw^ DVP* .TH^ cy:v-^ 
4 
•vyijrWK m iv lyayauta* prow yftm vm:wv& H pn MI -iiteyia iyiiy: - ir^ 
pa DD^ yn B Tiy 18 pa *b>i*P V i « taw " IMI B D B W VIM D*n DBI PK ,mip IBB 
p* ,DD,By3ya yany'tnya *vva ,yeiD i n . j jm* pa DPiam iwa oyi inD^vnnaai a:ip 
-$? n jye^niYSMK oa^yn m3B oyn D'o -yiyo3*K WW m jyoipyaw W P K wun 
.I^VBT^Bntj y?$p D ^ ' ; I H " I D ye»TK n Dtfti ,DP:IB iyo:«D 
nyr:iK pfi lyaovo m y D*n$v D3«n w o w m * n .pnMm r»«w tyn*n 
4 * w y*8PB* PM iv IHB* B $7.50 i r i i v • ^ FW /uoaMva DTJIWD pmava v» &*n U U 
5*«r«niRM*« n ojjn $7.50 rem pc "»BMK DBO yoMia B PM DBH aan iyo"3i8 
- ; IK PD W O^BV o:"n ,-inip 8 $1.30 HE D P^DBTPiyoBMK y*383 n lOT* iv D-iyn 
r ;m? IB wr B33B*y3 ")y^yM oiyaoyo n y i .yoBD nyo^mB i n 
yon* C D .imp B $15.00 MI nyrayn o*3 rtywa ya*3"K ^T^K iycny: TO pni 
o n ODBP wnyfi ps iy3;iDnyj-iyD:iB *-3IM DBM PPMI |y?Mi pK Di$ayi jytyn pa 
-•aw D*a ,trnB? pn (in lipar I'M iyo"3i« lyony: ,]t$nv> \vv> p j w taw"3iyo3*K "W 
yoio yryn IBB PK
 rimp 8 $24.00 MI iya ">B o n PE 33vin8Biy H Ttagl"M TO 
.o'Eyjy^'P^noD jy^yayi p*p oy: "W3 iy Dtfn nyr^ - TB T O pftn'B i $ i .ins* fytDony D'an 
•WPM pn ?p5o"i DPMI yD*oi$p %i lannjm ps taiM IBB ^ a PK Di*Bn lya^ iny 
otai ,yoio i n pa tDD^ yn B D*O TB ,Di$sn .noiyii jyiyDyi; B 
-yaa vrona y*8 lyoipya iyD»ai« i y i -ya*x PK iyopBa n |ya«?3iya TO I W 
.pfW 5B3»»»:nyDrK pM pa DO*B
 n K p r o w n D^O DiBeyi jyryn po i n 
•»v nftfi'MWn lya^n vo:xo .osijtya MI %BVP nys IB yo^oBP" iyt3^K HE yay^itjE 
D;B*JV nyi3B pfi y^Btr^n w J o " i •>-< -ijp iyi3iK vvy\ MI Dtrny TO jynyr ,"KD 
D'yo'aijp i n pa D p^a^ tDDn H prt'Mtya .fynya iy3"t tvuujoinpMM D'yco 
n n Tt i»B ovy T D lya^n
 rpj -tWJO"0 - $ ^ ytro*p iyt3iK pa a3««o i n DM* 
iyD»3T*. pa oiijByi iwS iny iyoE*y
 n jy^Bv DDMnm oiyaoyo inyrjiM \vo 
-o:w DB onyoc D«M | y n * IB — "San jB3^»j iyorK i n w lyoio yuya^a 
enBByi im pK ,iyo"aiB rnrniM w iyoo
 : DD'Byjya naya^a H |»np iv D^K JIJI^V 
,yt«My3 auw T W ^ B D^ 3 lyns prtyn ps $1.20 ft^ii B $5.00) wzv:vz P"nt3D TB 
f*BJ*BH*jlK»»H lyraiK pa ytD^ Q p^ n TB $3.00 (IBV. B $6.00) tray;y:: iyp:«np i*a 
-y:ya pa WBia n Dmrwani Di#n DBH .D 50 (iyo«WHna) D'ayayrjyDiMD T B 
T'K ytD^ DVP H TB — ,KD'Byp 1VB pK DD'B ,D 80 J^V«P3H31* PM UWHlirWB TB 
113 m D"P3'D3n i n iv ozyw MTB pnwa $5.50 L I B 1 iya lyaeyo ynv* pa JBDIJD 
•Vfen iyE IB ycs^ DBP,, IVT:IK v$n i m o y»yn 
nn IBB aan lyo^aiB ps Di^syn nyn -am ynaya y^a D^B D"iH3yet?pyT "KD'syp 
">mi DD'Eyaya n TB ,T3IK DPMI 1910 inip lynyn-opyT yoopya H IBB aai^iipj va^te^av 
,Dya?8inyE D$n D'BB *Biy3ycTT - in y3 myacyo jnyrji« jyiyamya w DIM ,intp 
e^B H ,$8J.8 lyaoyo jy-iy^ DDBP»3 \V2^n .DtD'oyjyn ytD^Bo^yi ^ 
MI DS«HDW iyj>n o:yo inyvosB PK I B ^ I T^ K WQ$P -iyT3w pa DiBsyi i y i jyM 
: D:5BB pa "lyp-iijM D:yoi83tf nyi onyT) lyay^eny 
51-00 (DB^P yol) D,By3yn-iyD'iu 1 3 " I B nptaw tie y ^ a \V2$n ,(DB3^O ^BC 
3.47 D*By3ya - ?yp38ip "yayi lyoa^oinayaMM i y i *s ,o*yB"Mvy; 
32 -..D'ayjya IBK'BOBWIJP T I K T3IK DPMI ovy iyni* j ' oan PK 331: 
20 Dyo:yBDpy ftrnrara vww n TB ,33n -lyo^niB pa Diijayi iy-
*-* -TO naijB Miyiyi .y3Bis n DDBioya C^DPBIB DBH 
TO (-T3^B iy*y3y-i) DPIKDB3BD -ya T^ K VWW wm pa P38iya i y i 
55 (nji^a ^ycyeo) nnKDB3BD -:BE3B D*W Diyaojro yiyT3iK pm TB ,iyr, 
5
 I3BB DPT nn«M i>if B I B ^ I B D^BPB^ ny^T pM iy?n$x \y: 
1 2
 ly^DiBB .nn w o n o5*n I B I ,(inB' B $12.00) Din DB:B*3 
nypiyn winns: on** njn 
jytntyn nyr ^rnycmya *i jnjynynjn BVBTQDW nruynja «? jprM 
-npnwH p*T Bvn:yc8teDjy -iy"? ^s^ya^ i jync p« ny:yo pa qecsp 
nyoya PK cite jjw^w jIH jytajw is T« BJ^nyant ftnyny: "T n»«? T^ijy 
orPK tre nH ifiR oa»r l yn rq rww njn jyn -PIBDBP p« jyny&tf is v: 
•lyase is B^ruj: 
cnoyp iy pn .B3tmy»*w tssn nyasopu^p "orntftirtp n pa ryn ijn 
^ B PK ywrge p? •Dior^nnwy jyaty? nyi B^ D ,B«pvntyn yatyt n trc 
ypnsetr njpuiyaw J8 jyajjn nyp^noo nyuB^yrtp n .pn$* w pu m nypisetr 
ytonse *l spK op'.pyaD^K jyatjn nyatjopi^p nypnys w n ."pr nyarn brsc 
n .p-HP VB p« "ijnna yaya«H jny^r pu wyBD B^ yx^ tatr y^pxwrB p« 
jnrav y ^ s i « r t p« jrt»«njjc *i BHD tnya^nys jyyr nyasopi^p ijrotfrrtp 
D«PIP nyatwBTipe pu pi^ j^ p y:nyn pe , |$w «^:$ff"nytDr>K y^tsayo s ps 
.-r:«^ fyx:«:fljDW nyo^ans jnrmwnv toys yen : 8 pc pa pny va p« 
BBt&yp i-iyma,, :ftp p*K tro "t u nrnt? lyts^ans y^>» y:n$7 n 
y ^ 8 B * o t s c B o y p ! t a i ^ 3 ] y B 8 n t i j y D x y >^ | ' P : 
B y n n m R p a j y B B o y p t|* i« e n t n y n p K m m a 
jya^ay: jya«? yatyn Ty^r^o "ujnm ya^ey H ! n y : y M * I DMTS 
$T *il 8T *? spw eyn VPH .j$ne m jy™*7 TV T w IWP B*»a"H$ *on "a 
a^ciy fi*c Bmpya pn eyn C|BD«P ny"« |jni nynaw iya$ .BD$ny: tr: 
oaypo ya^ay *i .•pu pe |ynytstra$ "gpt rpm ]yayn nonn a^ a^ K «? nrtyn 
pp caypo ]"$ -jyaBD tsyB ta^ a BIT DnynwepyuuBQ H jyjjni jya^anw vn$v\ 
t^fnya-'K nye^ans mn^ravnt n -lympya ta^ a «? jy^yn otyoBr jnyi:s 
, jf»w DU inyr *pn*n lycys 
•^ya "oroi^Trtp *i TW iyno nw D^nr^ya nypn^ "1 w *1 m opaie p« 
iyc"ai8 jniyp^ntao jny«r B^ D MT jy^;p :38^ t» fynyo^H PJID $a CJID D^ na 
«T .nenyn e^ nyii^ iB oytr p^ p jya^t oypjwiBD jny^r y^ »8 .]j>D*na«H M |y:"T D^ T T» /jynyr B ^ Dtp jyp nyii .jypna«B H DCBBWIS Wt& |y^ 8ni2D 
DgT ? |ypjntywa» nya^anw n B^mjn "i jya^o D»T T» ,Dyp3ity«nDD yDD-s 
nye^a-18 •n ]n» «t jy^ jm :J»^ T« ^ nrw yen : CJMK jyrn «? t8 »wwa p^« 
-a«: pn crtty nyo^aiB *i B*B fpwto "p^ny |yr.o "T .jyoipo^K ty:yp en 
urns r« w^pa xi-vne ITS UJPJSIP 
•pBV)p ?niw no 
pc Diijfiyi pa^injn jyoll cyn p» |y:yc 
.*aan nyD"3"i«w 
lyiiy: on T^ K imp nyayajunys nyn 
nyaoyts H .urn* nyi IWIE njroia n w i"p 
-D«P n .oiyoy-ijiyD ^y c^ tn T» oi^ n B'fi? 
lie iyoD$? n vm *n
 #Dt2'cy:y2 n no IW 
oxn iy:"t a m p jyv^w nxn jyo^nc^K 
fjn»DlPDH Diyaoyo yiytJiK llhi
 #»vy* 
nytJiK n»D T^ayo T^ K oy a^ iK ,yasnD n 
ly^nijv jyonyj iv pfw 5w^»3iyorK 
-?8D3ytD»it3 |IM "iyp:«ip ^D^y^yn-p'^DD 
"IV3"1K TT 'KnD WW Dy T^K
 9DD,W:V3 
-:yo^p n pu pu isnyc*y n pu proas^ 
iy.iW"t yaSyii riyiyD^ v H "iya*K iy"t<-
1»M&SgS4S 
•nypnBii B3yan83 on«b njn 2 
re D?3"c mywBpyB*38B njnay^ip^p n .jya83 DBBJ p« T"a DBI^B jsnaya 
-,j?3jn3"p,r"aD ,DaypD n TB ,«T iyan?a aa^^a .«royijrawH ya*9any JB jyasn 
« P^BB ny*»t jyaajnaixpmx tPtPte D'BBJ jyj»r pjaus^in yayaanyj ptt 
yayr^ayaa^K yatym tpiK ! na*ya B spin K'cp s .BOMB fvm a^ans njn 
.flD'ftj w DJJ^ B PM jywya 
,«»jyj^e ,]ya8t you yanjp H ,"|yayt» nya^B B , W W * W i l tpwattnt t . 
n jyasstya jyaya , > T .ny»«a*i8 *i nss a^ a "iy38 ,ama ^ya H -IBB n83 jya"* 
pa >«n ,o'3 ijnBB nya^aiB n -BDBD H jyayn «t >«n ,iyc"«,'CBD8 J8 
jyaMii Bjyt>B nya^anB JB jyii •vwajtrw a'3 JIB -jsnc jyiiya «i jya«t nyns 
jycBJ p i i«fci a"? yj'BanBBDBBJ ytn $um p j w pn.pK jyrtyaixa«-iK 
pwrmi BVBBPHP T**a BPPK «t jy38n ."BD^ jysrwiw. B spw atyatryapyiiB 
•jyanp aaypya a*a B^SIB t"p BBH ny p« anan yiy^i 
«i DMII B'mjn .pBT pH mp^aiB DBT jjriBaa^nB "t jy^Yi i^ayo-asB 
;ID yi"K .yoyne nyts"BD^BB',B8p nyT p« jyaito yajnjnanyB jycnanye 
nj!D"anB "n TB p« ama '*ya yaDya H j ^ n «t TB PK jyaaB^p ytr^ BB ym 
jyaaiaanya yaoya H„ .jyaaiaanya yaaya *n nyaaw B^ansya Mi "a jyasn 
?no« nyi PK m nyaB • , ' T jyaBT MTB ."DB^BD Tya^ap pasa p» 
,181' B ijnaiBc 54 jypnaBB yaasa p« a^anBya any-i |J>a BBn oenoita 
jnjpn JIB EDjnByaD n^B Enra *tya njnayVip^p H jyaBn JKPB n»a n p« nyas 
"t C8ii pfinjn cyn^s lyxasa 8 jyaso "t .^B'" « jyiaiBc 70 JIN 60 lyevans 
ya'BaiBBDBsa *i ]ys$n DBT nyas »na» DIK " I B JBB jya^sn K jyayaya jyaBn 
ysasJ 8 jyay f^i nye^aiB , T jyii .JKPD py^o p« iBa iB^aya DiyiwapyBTaBO 
OHjtf aya ya'JBn lynyaois 18" 
«r «a BBn }ya TB B^yn *iyn lyiyna^N jy*«n BTia tyn njnay^ip^p n 
noK nyn .BTyat? py ias p« aaymys jyia.Mi Dy»n«n ynyDya a^aiKyacv.K 
jya^anB tyay^B nya^ans ,-T |ifi B3yx8^B io ana MI inyo B*a tB ,nya8 PM 
c^ansya jyaBn aaysBns 90 ya*ha»« n .^^K, p« jyasaBD u fw 9 jy«»ns 
jyainyaaiK a^aan IBT H B^BTI IVD IJW •irtiir' p« |yB838c 9 *n nyaujni 
-c',8 T^Bjawann jyaBn nya^anB ayanB^B yo^ru H TB jyaiaya jya B^B" 
auya ijn8B»aij aaypya a^ a jyasn «i TB Djwrpivf ya^ay^p ya^yiB a^ansya 
.a^rpy^D jyaBiBB njpiv—Vfm n jm iy3y^ |yayp is (pw 
•rcic yayj^ K ny^i nie exiaya DBT tyaBn a-ria ^ a ya^ aansBOBBa H p« 
nya^aiB H JIK i^ ya yaio yo^iya B |yn^B'iH nya^ans ya^Bi n ly^y^c «» 
tyc^anBixain jyas^Bnys -p? p« apBnaaBP B |ya«ntBnyaai« jyTia T,yay^ B 
"T :*iyBnyri jnynaa p« .^yiJiaa'Tya oyD83 ' i q'lH JKT'D lyaDsya T,yx3»s cyi 
iy"T |IK na-DB"anB ny«r .B^H^IB ny^T n*an bya cis a'JiacD'nys iya«n 
PK P^IBD iy i »n oynaBa .Hats' jyatriy oyi lya^ T nya^aiB H |jni -jyay^1 
ey TB any^p-iy «i |yo BBn .oyBTP^i jyanyaaB lyaaB y^a .jynBiiya B^y^p^y 
.«T JIB i ^a e n s 18a avia ^ya H amp 
IJPM TB Ba^nya'K p w in avia ^ya njrojfrn^p n jvaB" "18*!"« P« 
^ n a 8 B*a in jytyn nya^anB *i TB KPtiaya n?38n »n .tr^ BB T'K jya^a 
r;38n "T nyaB iyn y*wb Jinyajwn B p« jynyaixDmB qrww njn cj*.« 
TSCJ^B B'B n*. lynynyT jyagn w? |jm .BiBTBninaay jyt^n: cyT |ynynyn 
C"ij!B"3i8 n jnynyi ^yaBn "I iyn .BanytyaanK nysytf w v yi T^ aBn 
IPBTiya *»T jya«r njnn'B H IX p« nyrna ynyn ix ,p^« in w a^nrna 
v-iB"1 pa p« jjnnB'-B^BB ^BB ly i jyiiya PK ya^ yT D»T .ais-Bmya^K nnyt 
"lynaw .p^nac ^Bnyaywn B fie aaB^yac-.K nma ^ya *i i n jyasn rt**nnrt 
r. 
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-138C yrcnjn ^ lyasn tyrB-iayaciK tsjjn T38^i^p pa r|BD8p -iyn DJM 
Tics jyaBn njnrrB- |BW> H TB pnayB Bnyny:B,,iK n^ -|83 B-iywtpys 
lyryn tm TB p« ,cnywBpyBiJ8n nypi^ w n B^ D DPBIBJBP 8 Mecy; 
is "t H3 ,piBs r»a 183 UH^n^p p© r n B n jya^tBraprnx «»jyr'c p^nee 
oiya^ yay* pfi TJRPW PM D*H .am^iys jyannB^Bnas DJTT IBB ptPDrrqn 
D«I «t J0*n ruya lyfrtgfi nytyn B*q p« .vwiiuw yosBDyarya 8 M: P« BB:I 
•Bajnya jya"? «i TB b*jrn nyi -IBB B»**X |IH B*KBH jnyn yte jypyny'B 
jjnrpflixnn PK 183*1* J"iuw"riyB3*M ny*T JIB *D^$B «i DB"T PH ncs ijn 
jjm j^n ipotny cy^B on .lyaawa^ TyrDts^ anB ya^any HB^ iy*383 j'Tjsn* 
n cnycc "(tannp .onyaayB jnyn is raw ny«* IBB DBT D"Q»<BB r 
nyay .UTVB^BBIB W 'DtyJB "ijKPuri ijn pa "IJJB cnynwopyBWo W W I*J 
-anyac fctyn H DBH vpiH jyfiB a^ is PM DpBno«jp ayaBjnpyc 8 pa jjnjn is 
njnrrB n lyayn jyaifiyaBBBtr BBH pntj1 TO pw P^IBD ijn njn^w :JB^ 18 J 
]BWjni3Bp CJH SplM .rtBD8p BIX "TJB^'^P )jnP*UnH B8T38B 8 DBnys t v -
ayi |yayii DBvwHftjn ynyo yxaBa 8 jjnipijw ipoujuatf |JB«T JBBCB- p* 
183 p« p^nao jBcnytya—pane nyt .iM^vrtp p« rnm njn pi w a r a 
tnya8opi8^p nsnayftp^p *i jyaBn 338^  pnn^ -ijnBnya jyayanys OT 
BBnya tnic nya» , |ya^3 now Mt .jyaaiaa i^ya yeoany H tyww B^ansys 
-jyayty: H p« x^nayay^y: B cpw msnya jya^n «? -lya^nisB^K By? py%<-
J^jihgi B^ D iyn8Tty3 BPnpm PK pi8s IV pk CJBBBP ijn jyn lyoipya p» c-r 
pB yB^n nyi B^ D iya« .TB^MBB jynya lya^anB nyi3y^r.^p H jya-'r p*?« 
nyfi "ly-T B*B p» nypiBB^ 8^B y^8 cnyn jn^jni IB^V ^838^M3-iycrs *y 
«** ys383 n "jn «t |ja^n »pn^ M p« nyrna psHgw jnyn ^w ppne 
.ciBBBp cix B n^yaiBfi 
Bsi 181 n Byr, i^iynB TB anapmi ^BBBP SiS cnyanss ?|M jyaBn "? 
^T .Baypya BI: is cna ^ya yBiBBtryar^ Vjn^jbv jnjp*t jyagn VT .jny;a» 
^T tB .BDiKiiya jyayn «» .]y3"t ^T Dyps3'ni8a *ya B HBB DVII BDIHIV;: jy:8" 
cna ^ya nyiay^i^p n tyfrw tin ppxWfcTMS nyc^anB ]"p pfi iVr" 
iBfi BB3 BB»ay33B lyaBn sn TB (ja^ Aa CBH BIBD Jj»^jBt»^B cyay pfi j ^ v 
pn TB xa i^^ a ^t?c^ py a^ .ID .B^'B^B pfi TT ^ ]jnnn BB3 |ny -c's '" 
pIMCNi DBT HnnvroMHW Bfwt oyn B83 -]"*?$ BB: pfi BDip tfpift ytr'n^n-:-;: 
.ny B'n^B ,p^ 8fi H i'£ 
IB »3i« BiBBnm DBT .jya^xnya^ « <n njnw *im ypBB CBT T^ B iBfiijn 
iyaBn cysBB"iBtr-BB3 p.» iyp^ BB3BB i|invvtwQp3W jyn iyaMs ya^ B ""/' 
. • 
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